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Abstract
Educational resources need to be more diverse to better reflect the populations of classroom
communities. Students identifying as Lesbian Gay Bisexual and/or Transgender (LGBT), girls
and women, and students from ethnically and/or racially marginalized communities are affected
by the classroom content they consume and are taught. This project focuses on the impacts of
diversity in educational resources and how intersectional Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT)
can alleviate the harmful impacts of a one-sided narrative in curriculum. The unit plan included
at the end of the project details how teachers can embed diversity into content curriculum and
include diverse perspectives while effectively teaching the required content standards (including
literacy standards for Social Studies). Lesson plans were created to engage students in authentic
ways and allow students to experience the perspectives of others while encouraging critical
thinking, teaching collaboration skills, and honing students’ literacy skills. Resource materials
are included and intended to provide an opportunity for conversation around marginalized
identities and the impacts of these identities in modern times- not just the past. The intention of
this project is to provide a blueprint to enable teachers and administrators to address a lack of
diversity in resources and materials used in the classroom.
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Chapter One
Problem Statement
Many educational resources and curriculums lack diverse perspectives. Minority student
populations are growing in school districts across the nation and the United States has
consistently been lauded as a nation of immigrants and diverse cultures (Shields, 2019). Yet it
appears many of the resources available in school districts do not adequately reflect the varying
perspectives and voices of its students and communities. Perspectives and stories from Lesbian
Gay Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) people, Black Indigenous People of Color (BIPOC), and
women are not prevalent in material taught and this lack has a broad impact on all students
(Bajaj, 2021; Mackenzie &Talbot, 2018; Robnett & John, 2020). The telling of a tale from one
perspective limits the ability to understand the entire story. Teachers and administrators need to
be able to provide inclusive materials for students to see all facets of the content taught.
Importance and Rationale of the Project
The problem of diversity in educational resources is intimately connected to racism and
how students are viewed as a product and tool of society as well as how minorities are treated
within the system. According to Annamma and Morrison (2018), “When viewing students as a
cost or benefit to an economic system- an economic perspective-differences in lived experiences
that govern how students may interact with historically established power dynamics in a system
become ignored” (p. 114). Annamma and Morrison (2018) go on to elaborate that it is key to
view students as part of an ecological system with their own lived experiences that often results
in marginalization due to the economic view of the educational system.
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Racism can be a very controversial subject. However, it is a subject that cannot be
ignored in the realm of the public education system in this country and abroad in colonialist
countries. Violent acts towards minority groups and institutional racism are clear and presented
throughout the legacy of the United States regarding slavery and colonization (Leslie and
Borunda, 2021). The history of racism in the United States and its colonialist past cannot be
ignored when reviewing a problem like diversity in education. Minority groups have experienced
marginalization at all levels of society within the United States. This marginalization bleeds into
the education system and is harmful to marginalized students and particularly those who are
multiply-marginalized. Annamma and Morrison (2018) describe how disabled Students of Color
are suspended and expelled at higher rates than their non-disabled peers and Black students, who
make up less than a fifth of disabled population in schools, are incarcerated at nearly double the
rates of other disabled student groups.
State and district curriculum does not adequately address local community issues and
experiences, but are often experienced and taught through the perspective of a “White Lens”
(Cummings, 2019). In history classes especially, it is important to have the perspectives of the
community and of students present in the curriculum and in the resources utilized in classes.
Cummings (2019) states, “History that most directly relates to students’ contexts will also
provide the most applicable connections to the present” (p. 282). Teachers and students must be
given the tools to analyze and amend the effects of White supremacy and White privilege in the
systems of society- including education (Dennis, 2021).
Alongside multiply-marginalized and marginalized students, White students would also
benefit from diverse perspectives and resources because it can show White humanists and
historical figures that fought against racist systems (Leslie & Borunda, 2021). While many
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teachers, administrators, and White communities are uncomfortable and often reluctant to
discuss topics of racism and its implications within the larger sphere of education and society
(Annamma and Morrison, 2018, p. 115), but it is a key part of improving the educational
standards of all- even within the context of a school with a majority White population. Currently,
there is a lot of controversy regarding teaching about racism in the United States out of a fear
that White students will feel bad about themselves, but that is removing the White allies that
have existed throughout history (Leslie and Borunda, 2021, p. 108).
In addition to considering racist systems, it is important to also consider gender
discrimination in the education system due to the large majority of girls who experience some
form of gender discrimination (Rogers et al., 2021). These experiences with discrimination are
not just present in school, but present in the workforce through adulthood (Bell & Juvonen,
2020). For example, as of 2020, women earn 83% of what a man earns annually (U.S.
Department of Labor: Women’s Bureau, 2021). Gender discrimination in classrooms has real
physical, emotional, and mental effects on adolescent girls that can lead to insomnia and
increased bouts of depression and anxiety in comparison to same age boys (Bell & Juvonen,
2020).
Background of the Project
Recent and past events emphasize that there is no such thing as a post-racial society in the
United States and systems of oppression do not appear to be going anywhere (Stutts, 2020). It is
the responsibility of White people to dismantle systems of supremacy, and it is the responsibility
of White people to recognize the privileges they inadvertently enjoy from racist systems (Zaccor
& Thurman, 2021).
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Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) was a key case when reviewing the impacts of the educational
system on marginalized students. It solidified and codified Jim Crow laws predominantly in the
Southern region of the United States which separated African American and White populations
and gave legal precedent to segregation under the guise of ‘separate but equal’. This bled into the
educational system in the United States creating schools for African American children that were
separate from their White counterparts. While these schools were argued to have been equal to
those of schools that catered to the White populations in the South, it was apparent to many these
schools lacked the resources, tools, and adequately trained staff to appropriately educate African
American children in an equal way to their same-age White peers (Ashford-Hanserd et al.,
2020). Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) aided in rebuilding the social structure that had pre-existed the
Reconstruction era in keeping African Americans at a disadvantage within society and aided in
keeping the African American population within the South impoverished and lacking appropriate
education (Ashford-Hanserd et al., 2020). It is important to note while the South had de jure
legislation regarding segregation in the South the North maintained de facto segregation of
neighborhoods and communities that bled into the public education system and where the school
boundaries were drawn (Rothstein, 2017). Martin and Brooks (2020) point to the famous
experiments done by two psychologists where African American children consistently chose the
White-skinned doll over the Brown-skinned doll when asked to identify the doll with the ‘nicer
color’ versus the doll who looked bad. These experiments showed the harmful impact of the
concept of “separate but equal” under the apparatus of White supremacy and institutional racism.
Another case to consider when reviewing the background of this issue is Brown v. Board
of Education of Topeka, Kansas (1954). This case essentially destroyed the previous notions held
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up by Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) and again had a substantial impact of the education of African
American children in the United States. According to Martin and Brooks (2020):
Brown effectively found that Plessy’s “separate but equal” doctrine within educational
facilities was unconstitutional. The Brown decision argued that Black children were
inherently harmed by segregation, and that their separation from white children contributed
to low self-esteem that would follow them their entire lives. (p. 1)
While many laud this case as eliminating legal segregation in the United States, AshfordHanserd (2020) points out that much of the fear surrounding the Cold War and concerns over
African American veterans’ potential to create unrest and uprisings after returning home to
discrimination and racial violence from World War II and the Korean War are what really led to
the court’s decision to overturn Plessy v. Ferguson (1896). However, no matter the original
intent behind the decision the implications of the decision had farther reaching impacts on
segregation within public schools. Or did it? Decades after Brown¸ most districts are still
segregated and while politicians point out singular success stories, majority of schools that
service communities of color find a lack of funding, resources, test score achievement, and
college admittance a reality they must face yearly (Ashford-Hanserd, 2020). Although Brown is
often touted as the great equalizer in education, the current implications suggest a lack of true
progress regarding racial equity in urban schools across the United States where most of the
students are members of marginalized communities and the lack of diversity within these schools
is evident (Ashford-Hanserd, 2020). Diversity in educational resources is a small piece of the
larger issues of inequity, segregation, and racism that exists within the educational system, but it
is an important piece of the puzzle.
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In Grand Rapids Public Schools (GRPS), 60% of the students are White, 18% are Black,
16% are Hispanic or Latino, and 6% of students are Asian, biracial, or of another race (National
Center for Education Statistics, 2019). Community schools draw from the areas around them
which means that there is not a lot of diversity in particular schools; for example, Burton Middle
School is considered a cultural school due to its large English as a Second Language (ESL)
student population and the surrounding neighborhood which means there are a large number of
Hispanic and Latino students and a minimal to nonexistent population of White students (Grand
Rapids Public Schools, 2022). Students of different races and ethnicities do not have many
opportunities to engage with one another outside of sports competitions between schools.
Inclusive educational materials are not readily available to teachers and most curriculums are
provided to teachers from the district without diverse perspectives.
Statement of Purpose
The overall purpose of this project is to bring awareness to the lack of diverse educational
resources and perspectives in education and to provide an example of usable classroom
materials. The intent of this project is to inform and to provide an exemplar for teachers and
administrators to use in the classroom and professional development settings to enable teachers
to take teaching diversity and equity into their hands and into the classroom where it will benefit
all students- not just students of marginalized communities. This project will include an example
of curriculum and resources that could be utilized in the classroom to teach diverse perspectives
and also to show diversity within a subject area. A possible example of this could be teaching the
American Revolution from the perspectives of the indigenous communities, and people like the
first person who is lauded as the first casualty of the conflict- Crispus Attucks. Crispus Attucks
was not only African American but also indigenous and White.
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This project may not be unique considering the number of resources that are available to
teachers regarding diversity, but it will be unique in the sense that it provides specific examples
and a means to embed diversity into one’s own classroom and curriculum. The intention is to
provide an example of what could be to encourage teachers and administrators to look beyond
the provided curriculums and look at the in-between characters and figures in a subject. Often
behind the scenes is where we find the diversity sought after in this project. This project will
have a particular focus on U.S. history due to the controversies surrounding U.S. history and the
author’s particular proclivity towards this subject. This project will be addressing the lack of
diversity in educational resources and also providing a potential tool in combating this dearth of
diversity by focusing on broadening the understanding of how to use the behind-the-scene
characters of a subject into the forefront. The audience for this project as aforementioned in this
section is generally teachers and administrators at the lower education level, but could feasibly
be used as a jumping off point for higher education in regards to taught subjects areas and
potentially for teacher education programs as examples.
Objectives of the Project
The objectives for this project are as follows:
•

Provide an example of curricular and educational resources which show various
perspectives in a subject area taught in most public education settings.

•

Provide an example of how to incorporate diversity in a subject area taught in
most public education settings. Ie. Finding “behind the scenes” figures in U.S.
history to teach about who are connected to the learning standards but are not the
majority White male figures that are taught due to their prominence in textbooks
and government.
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•

Provide proficient resources that can be incorporated into a classroom setting and
as a tool to instruct teachers and staff personnel how to incorporate diverse
perspectives and diversity into their subject areas without it becoming “extra
content” or “extra work”.

The curricular and educational resources provided in this project are intended to be used
as a potential template and example to be used in classrooms by teachers and to provide a model
to work from. Teachers and administrators can use these resources as examples in professional
development settings as well to encourage the use of diverse perspectives and diversity used in
instruction in any subject area. There is also potential at a district level to encourage a wider look
at the curriculums provided to teachers- as is prevalent in many districts regarding required
assessments and resources- and to encourage curriculum supervisors to include more resources
and instructional tools that encourage the use of diverse perspectives and diversity related
resources.
Definition of Terms
BIPOC: Black Indigenous People of Color
LGBT: Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender
cisheteronormativity: a system of beliefs that centers cisgender and heterosexual as the
behavioral norm
cisgender: a person whose gender corresponds to their birth sex
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CRT: Critical Race Theory. Theory about racism in the United States being intricately
embedded and linked to every system and tenet of society and used in the context of this project
regarding racial inequality within the realm of public education.
curriculum: the planned sequence of educational experiences for students to be assessed
and show their content proficiency and understanding
curricular: having to do with curriculum
student proficiency: the ability of a student to adequately and successfully complete the
addressed learning objectives set from standards (typically state standards)
diversity: In the context of this project, diversity is referred to as including women,
LGBT, and BIPOC along with White and male.
marginalized group: referring to a group of people or community who are excluded
from society, education, government, or economic systems due to their race, gender identity,
sexual orientation, immigrant status, etc.
multiply-marginalized: people who are a part of multiple marginalized communities
within education such as students who have learning disabilities and are also Hispanic or African
American (Annamma and Morrison, 2018).
racism: prejudice and discrimination directed at a person or people a part of a particular
racial or ethnic group
Scope of the Project
The scope of this project will be limited to providing educational and curricular resources
as a jumping off point for educators to utilize within the education system to aid in addressing a
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lack of diversity in education resources. It will not be a professional development training
program, but it will include resources that could potentially be used in a teacher training. Its
intention is to inspire and provide specific examples of providing diversity in educational
resources, but not necessarily a step-by-step tool kit. The project will include a United States
History unit focused on Michigan state standards for Social Studies Grade 8 and include
examples of formative and summative assessments, lesson plans, and materials that focus on
diverse perspectives. It will not address other inequities and issues within the educational system
and is intended to be used as a tool in the larger fight against inequity and discrimination in
education along lines of marginalized populations including, but not limited to, LGBT, BIPOC,
and women. It is not intended to address larger issues of racism, sexism, or transphobia and
homophobia in the context of school systems or society in general.
Factors that could potentially inhibit the effectiveness and implementation of this project
could be biases held by instructors and administrators at various levels of educational institutions
and also the limited scope of the project itself. The project is not intended to be a balm or a quick
fix to the larger issues previously discussed. The limits of this project in regards to its intention
may lead to hesitation regarding whether a small change such as including more diverse
perspectives and diversity in these resources could lead to larger systemic change. Another
challenge could be community concerns with including gender perspectives and race.
Additionally, districts could be inhibited by funding to pay for teachers and administrators to
collaborate to create inclusive materials for classrooms. Professional development opportunities
for teachers and administrators to engage in this kind of work may be limited by contractual
hours. The project is not intended to be a seismic shift in the educational system, but a shift in
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the ways in which instructors and administrators think about the instructional tools used in the
classroom.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Introduction
The educational resources used in the United States need to have varying perspectives
(Bickford & Clabough, 2021). The composition of classrooms in public schools is changing year
by year. From 2009 to 2020, there was an increase in the enrollment of Hispanic students from
22 to 28 percent, respectively (National Center for Education Statistics, 2022). When considering
the changing demographics of schools, it is time to consider the steps required to incorporate
more diversity and anti-racist educational opportunities for students. This is not a regional issue.
Regional differences do not make one area of the U.S. as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ in regard to racism:
racism does not fall away when traveling North or West away from the Southern regions of the
United States and all have to deal with the legacy of racism and its effects on all systems. (Stutts,
2020). The literature regarding diversity and racism in education is vast. Culturally Responsive
Teaching (CRT) is a thread often seen in many publications alongside the concepts of anti-racist
teaching and Critical Race Theory.
Representation and diverse perspectives are important to all marginalized groups,
including girls and women and the LGBTQ community. Forty-two percent of LGBTQ youth and
fifty-two percent of trans youth surveyed considered suicide in 2021 (Flannery, 2022).
Additionally, specific curricular and pedagogical structures and strategies are discussed and there
is focus on intersectional identities including those of multiply marginalized students, varying
genders and sexualities, and students who are perceived as White. Equity and inclusion are for
the benefit of all. It is imperative that students have opportunities to discuss equity in society
(Zaccor & Thurman, 2021) and that teachers have the opportunity to create and implement
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curriculum and instruction to aid in students understanding of intersectional identities, racism,
sexism, and gender and sexuality discrimination.
Theory and Rationale
The United States has been embattled recently in arguments over Critical Race Theory
and the politicization of curriculums in classrooms. However, it would be remiss to ignore the
impacts of racism on students and how intertwined with xenophobia, homophobia and
transphobia, and sexism it is (Bickford & Clabough, 2022). Intersectional Culturally Responsive
Teaching provides an opportunity to be cognizant of identities inside and outside the classroom
and encourages educators to consider queer theories alongside Critical Race Theory and attempts
to go beyond the master narrative present in many curriculums across the country. The master
narrative is present in all aspects of life in the United States and presents racist struggle within
the context of white saviorism and redemption (Stutts, 2020) and this could be applied as well to
intersectional ideas of gender and sexuality. Students do not have a single label that they wear.
Research on diversity and representation is vast, and as such the approach to curriculum and
instruction needs to focus on the intersections of student labels with an emphasis on racism.
Annamma and Morrison (2018) state that “when conceptualizing ways to address dysfunctional
education ecologies… racism- and its intersections with other oppressions [sic]- must be
explicitly centered” (p. 115).
Intersectional Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT) puts the onus of responsibility on
the shoulders of educators and administrators to go beyond district and state provided resources
to ensure that students are being exposed to narratives outside of the master narrative. Outside of
academic success, CRT requires sociopolitical consciousness of students (Mackenzie, 2021).
Educators and schools owe it to students to be able to navigate the world and break down the
18

barriers that can exist between their worlds (Mackenzie 2021). CRT can also “potentially reverse
the cycle of inequality in education, close the achievement gap, [and] address the
disproportionate representation of BIPOC students in programs serving students with special
needs” (Mackenzie, 2021, p. 7). An intersectional approach to CRT provides educators and
administrators the opportunity to address discrimination and social justice issues pertaining to
intersectional identities including women and girls and the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender
(LGBT) community.
CRT allows for intersectionality in that it is intended to address a multitude of identities
and factors students bring into the environments of home, school, and society (MacKenzie,
2021). It is important for students to have a sense of justice considering “ongoing gendered
practices and policies that uphold heteronormative gender binaries and/or exclude gender
expansive children with educational space in effect serve to create categories of citizens who are
deemed un/worthy of inclusion in the educational system” (Mackenzie & Talbott, 2018, p. 657).
Anti-racism and CRT allows for students to think about society in a justice-oriented way
(Cummings, 2019). A connecting theory to CRT is Culturally Responsive Education which is
intended to encompass both culturally responsive teaching and culturally relevant pedagogy by
focusing on critiquing oppressive systems and providing students with a breadth of materials and
lessons focused on social justice (Cummings, 2019, p. 282). Much of the literature surrounding
pedagogical practices and curriculum is focused on the decolonization of curriculum which fits
with the concepts of CRT and the idea of intersectional identities within the classroom context.
Research
Anti-Racism, Critical Race Theory, and Culturally Responsive Teaching
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CRT does not include hanging posters of female scientists on the wall in a science
classroom or celebrating Black History Month figures only during the month of February
(MacKenzie, 2021, p.6). There is more nuance and intentionality when teaching through a CRT
lens. Teachers who utilize CRT “acknowledge the dominant culture of day-to-day teaching
practices and question whether equitable experiences are provided to all students” (MacKenzie,
2021, p. 6-7). This practice of equity needs to apply to our Black Indigenous People of Color
(BIPOC) population and our students who are queer and female. With a particular focus on
Whiteness, it is key that the practice of CRT and similar models are intentional “otherwise,
despite the best of intentions, the taken-for-granted whiteness in (re)producing curricula,
scholarship, and media content will reinforce racial hierarchies and white supremacy in
educational and media contexts” (Ramasubramanian et al., 2021, p. 30). Educators need to be
critical of their teaching practices and ensure that all students are welcomed, and all students can
grow. In CRT it is important to empower students. Justice cannot be met with more injustice and
students need to see diverse perspectives in ways that do not diminish or victimize them.
Victimizing groups of disenfranchised people without explicitly analyzing the ways they
combated injustice with activism can oversimplify injustice (Cummings, 2019). Educators must
be careful not to avoid bias in history and other subjects out of caution to avoid controversy.
Cummings (2019) furthers notes that “typical curricula sanitize history by avoiding ethical
questions in a misguided attempt to eliminate bias” (p. 287). Sanitizing history and other subjects
denies the systems of oppression that exist for marginalized groups.
Critical Race Theory is connected to this literature review through the lens of anti-racism
and the understanding of how systems have oppressed various groups of marginalized people
and how these systems can be addressed through CRT. Critical Race Theory also denies the
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concept of living in a post-racial society, as many political pundits attempt to claim (Basile &
Lopez, 2015). The effects of racism on various systems go beyond the educational system and
into issues of racial representation and diversity within various fields. Black, Hispanic, and
Indigenous students are underrepresented in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) fields. In 2015, only 13% of the STEM workforce was BIPOC and 16% of BIPOC
students had STEM undergraduate degrees (Basile & Lopez, 2015). The education system has
created and perpetuated systemic racism through curricular and pedagogical means in the past
and today (Bickford & Clabough, 2022). Teachers need an updated understanding of racism and
its effects in this country in order to best equip all students to be able to analyze and, hopefully,
amend racism’s hidden agenda and history in their school materials, policies, and curriculums
(Bickford & Clabough, 2022). Critical Race Theory also deals with assimilation and the concept
of being perceived as White to be the “norm”. Many times racial minority groups are not
included in educational resources or contexts in order to preserve this normalcy of White
(Ramasubramanian et al., 2021). Assimilation assumes “BIPOC can rise only by emulating a
white standard” (Bickford & Clabough, 2022, p. 110).
In Texas, this issue was evaluated by Josue Puente and Stephanie Alvarez (2021) who
pointed out that the TEKS (Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills) assessment functioned “as a
means of embedding whiteness by limiting who is and is not part of the historical narrative” (p.
66). The Mexican American communities in Texas pushed back and insisted on incorporating
Mexican American Studies in classrooms much to the chagrin of politicians in the state. The
Texas School Board of Education fought against the addition of a separate, and non-assimilative,
Mexican American Studies course for six months by attempting to argue the potential harm it
would do to White students within the district (Puente & Alvarez, 2021). However, erasing race
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does not erase racism and eventually a Mexican American Studies course was approved, but
without it being a requirement for districts to adopt (Puente & Alvarez, 2021). One district in
particular, through the organization of various advocacy groups and former students, were able
to approve the teaching of African American Studies and Mexican American Studies at all high
school campuses for the 2021-2022 school year showing that organization and quality materials
can push districts to adopt more progressive and equitable instruction (Puente & Alvarez, 2021).
Anti-racism along with a focus on critiquing and analyzing the current status-quo are
essential for students to grow beyond the systems that implicitly and explicitly marginalize them.
Social Studies is a subject that can be utilized as a safe space for students to have meaningful
discussions and lessons around race and also a place for students to be able to be trained as
“informed consumers of curriculum, pedagogy, and policy” (Bickford & Clabough, 2022, p.
112). Referencing assimilation, 19th century resources regarding the enslavement of Africans
often painted enslavement as a necessity and a benefit for enslaved people and allowing students
to critically analyze these sources and become aware of them aids in students being able to
critique the resources that are provided to them in classes- including textbooks (Bickford &
Clabough, 2022, p. 112). History is not simply facts for students to pour over and can actually be
used to great effect in teaching students to critically think. Cummings (2019) points out:
Simply understanding historical events will not, in itself, prepare students for the critical
thinking necessary for them to navigate complex socioplitical realities. Therefore, the
history curriculum in secondary education must not simply “cover” a set of historic facts
and analytic skills, but rather pique the student’s curiosity and motivate and empower
them to engage in future inquiry, discussion, and activism. (p. 282)
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When educators are equipped with anti-racism, Critical Race Theory, and CRT they can equip
their students to carefully evaluate the world in which they live in and empower them to be
change makers in that world. By exposing students to diverse perspectives, they are enabled with
the tools and skills to challenge the status quo in historical and societal narratives that are often
provided with such a narrow perspective (Cummings, 2019). It is key that students are able to
stand up for themselves and others. Leslie and Borunda (2021) argue that “the goals of [Critical
Race Theory] in education are aligned with truth telling in the classroom, a call to resist and
challenge the status quo” (p. 106).
Students benefit from being able to critique and speak out against racism. Ramirez and
Donovan (2021) use an anti-bias, antiracist lens when reviewing literature with students and
utilize discussions identifying harm and analyzing whether there was healing within the stories
they read in class. They argued that “when readers notice harm and healing stories- literary and
lived- they begin to identify and interrogate systems that harm and identify systems that heal”
(Ramirez & Donovan, 2021, p. 55). In Ramirez and Donovan’s (2021) research they found
providing students with an explicit protocol that aids students in identifying harmful and racist
actions within literature and then determining if there was healing within the text was helpful to
students. Students were able to determine whether or not there was healing after the harm that
was done and go further into discussion about what should be done in any given scenario- a
beneficial tool for anti-racism inside and outside of the school structure (Ramirez & Dovovan,
2021).
With a focus on anti-oppression and healing, it is important to not re-traumatize students
and for educators to be intentional in regard to their experiences through curriculum, literature,
and media resources (Ramasubramanian et al., 2021). Controversial topics in history and other
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subjects need to be handled with care and through a lens of empowerment and not traumatize
students. However, it is still important to analyze the systems in place that have upheld
inequalities in this country. Students need to analyze the systems of racism in order to dismantle
them especially considering the history of enslavement and Indigenous genocide in the United
States (Bajaj, 2022).
Educators need to be cognizant of their own privileges and the implication of whiteness
in curriculum and pedagogy. Race and racism are contradictions. To proclaim to be “colorblind”
to racism holds with it a myriad of implications. For example, someone who proclaims to not see
race could be implying the concept of a post-racial society or that those who are BIPOC have the
same opportunities and abilities to climb the hierarchies of society as white people
(Ramasubramanian et al., 2021). Proclaiming to be colorblind is also viewed as “ignorantly and
unconscionably denying the real racial experience, and the real experiences of racism, of
nonwhite students and of members of those students’ communities” (Bynum, 2021, p. 226). On
the other side of that concept is the understanding that race as a science is a fiction. To be
perceived as white means to have been given an unfair advantage over others perceived as
nonwhite and to have your abilities and status overexaggerated (Bynum, 2021). White educators
need to be cognizant of the lens through which they view the world and the lens through which
their nonwhite colleagues and students view the world. As Bynum (2021) states that educators
need to
… remember the crucial fact that being antiracist must mean realizing that traditional
racist categories… are themselves products of racist thinking and of racist exploitation,
that they are not real genetically or biologically, and that they are not useful indicators of
innate human abilities and potential. (p. 228)
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The White Lens in Pedagogy and Curriculum
The research on diversity often includes discussions surrounding the perceptions of white
students when faced with critical analysis of racism and racist systems. There are two major
themes in this topic: avoiding assimilation and centering whiteness (Bickford & Clabough, 2022;
Valencia-Garcia & Coles-Ritchie, 2021), and on a different plane, teaching students about White
humanists in history who are not received as saviors but as uncompromising allies (Leslie &
Borunda, 2021; Zaccord & Thurman, 2021). As aforementioned, there is a danger of
victimization of marginalized communities when reviewing history, but also in situations of
service-learning. Often, courses or topics that focus on marginalized communities and histories
do not create space for BIPOC students and instead create an environment of hostility and give
white middle- and upper-class students the authority over these communities (Valencia-Garcia &
Coles-Ritchie, 2021). In another way, BIPOC students can also be held responsible for the
teaching of their White peers in what it means to contend with their experiences and their lives.
In one case by Valencia-Garcia and Coles-Ritchie (2021), a self-identified Black student’s
instructor did not address a White student who used a racial slur in their classroom discussion
which created a hostile environment for the student. In contrast, another professor’s course
decentered Whiteness which led to safer discussions and understanding of the course objectives
for all students (Valencia-Garcia & Coles-Ritchie, 2021). In other cases, BIPOC students were
expected to aid the navigation of a non-White community for their White peers (Valencia-Garcia
& Coles-Ritchie, 2021). This concept of authority and centering of whiteness is the opposite of
the intention of most educators, but it often shows up in various subjects if there is not a careful
construction of the use of discussion and materials. Whiteness is often at the center of subjects
like service learning in that “people racialized as White and their customs, culture, and beliefs
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operate as the standard by which all other groups are compared” (Valencia-Garcia & ColesRitchie, 2021, p. 27). This centering of Whiteness occurs and it is important to note it in “K-12
contexts where decisions are made about what is worth knowing, and those decisions are rooted
in White epistemologies” (Zaccor & Thurman, 2021, p. 5).
Other research such as Zaccor and Thurman (2021) and Leslie and Borunda (2021) points
to the benefits to all of society when white students are given the opportunity to see themselves
in humanists, and those who fought for racial equality. CRT has important impacts on white
students as well in regards to their perceptions of themselves in society and within the contexts
of the racial hierarchy. Anti-racism is a powerful tool when utilizing CRT. Zaccor and Thurman
(2021) highlights the benefits of highlighting White humanists by pointing out that students who
are able to identify with the anti-racist leaders of the abolition movement are able to imagine
what they may do in modern-day society rife with white supremacy. There is some argument
regarding whether this is an acceptable point to make. Whiteness is not a reality, but the impacts
of the perceptions of whiteness have very real and damaging effects on society and those who are
not considered white (Bynum, 2021). Leslie and Borunda (2021) argue that including historical
and present-day white humanists enables students to see what is possible instead of focusing only
on racist white people- it allows white students to see themselves as allies.
Much of diversity in education focuses on BIPOC students and being able to see
themselves in the curriculum. It is also important that white students see BIPOC representation
in curriculum. Research also points out that in order to learn about racism in authentic ways it
cannot be told from a sole white perspective. Zaccor and Thurman (2021) focused on bringing in
Black authors to highlight racism and its effects on everyday life versus what many high
schoolers read regarding race: “To Kill a Mockingbird, written by a white woman, with a white
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main character” (p. 13). The focus was on teachers who utilized diversity in their curriculum
which led to uncomfortable discussions for White students, but, through the coaching and
community building provided by the teacher, students were able to engage in assessing their own
privilege through literature (Zaccor & Thurman, 2021). Students were being enabled to reflect on
their own racialized experiences, but the authors pointed out there were missing opportunities for
students to use “explicit language to help frame the discussion [which] could have helped them
engage in a deeper interrogation of their own positionalities in relationship to the text” (p. 19).
This decolonization of curriculum helps all students be able to see themselves as allies
and disruptors of racism and inequality and purposeful tailoring of instruction by teachers can
enable a wealth of self-reflection and growth for students. There is a need to humanize students.
As Bajaj (2022) states,
Thus, the call to ‘decolonise education’ is twofold: on the one hand, it seeks to counteract
the dehumanization that colonisation, slavery, settler coloniaslism, imperialism and their
vestiges have instilled within communities; on the other, it seeks to reconstitute systems
and processes in ways that unearth and advance subjugated knowledges through
Indigenous and collective forms of learning that are radically humanizing for all. (p. 3)
Intersectional Identities
Research on diversity in education, curriculum, and pedagogy often focuses on diversity
through an anti-racist lens, but there are also intersections along gender and sexuality lines that
are addressed as well (Mackenzie & Talbott, 2018). People often do not identify themselves as
one thing but will use a bouquet of intersecting identifiers which impact their perception and
interaction with society. For example, experiencing sexism can have negative academic
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outcomes for young women and girls, particularly in STEM education, such as turning away
from STEM careers, diminished credit for ideas, and a decrease in self-esteem regarding abilities
(Robnett & John, 2020). Additionally, students who identify as LGBT often have other
intersectional identities (Mackenzie & Talbott, 2018). Ultimately, educators cannot focus on only
one identifier in regards to diversity in educational resources and curriculum. Focusing on one
identity over another can have the effect of alienating students with who operate within
intersections of oppression in multiple identities. “Just as solely considering ideational aspects of
curriculum elides generic aspects, so too can solely considering sexuality, gender, and
cisheteronomativeity elide race and racism” (Schey, 2021, p. 220).
Female Perspectives and Sexism in Schools.
Much of the scholarship revolving around sexism and girls’ experiences in schools are
from a STEM approach. MacKenzie (2021) has a science approach when referring to CRT and
makes a point to discuss how having images and posters of women scientists does not fully
encompass CRT nor is it as intentional as it could be when incorporating girls’ perspectives in
curriculum. Providing opportunities for girls to have access to diverse curriculum is not just a
matter of feeling good about themselves but has a real impact on their overall physical,
psychological, and emotional health. Particularly when experiencing discrimination or perceived
discrimination, marginalized groups can experience a worsened mental and physical health state
due to the inherent stress involved (Bell & Juvonen, 2020). This is discrimination for all, but
particularly for girls, and adolescent girls, experiencing discrimination. Bell and Juvonen (2020)
found that girls who felt their school environments were unfair and discriminatory in sixth grade
found that by eighth grade their sleep durations were significantly shorter. Gender discrimination
is a real problem.
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Majority of girls experience discrimination in school and not just from their peers but
from staff as well (Rogers et al., 2021). These experiences of discrimination do not just affect
physical outcomes, such as the sleep study, but also girls’ self-assessment of their math and
science skills along with their beliefs on justice and fairness (Rogers et al., 2021). These
experiences of discrimination can lead to a dearth of women in STEM careers. The lack of
women in STEM careers is not due to achievement differences considering in comparison to
adolescent boys, “adolescent girls earn more credit in math and science and have higher
combined math and science grade-point averages” (Robnett & John, 2020, p. e232).
The research also discusses intersectional discrimination in STEM and other subjects
when considering race. For example, when considering the Civil Rights Movement, most of the
curriculum focus is on chronological events from a condensed time period that focuses on
government action, white allyship and cooperation, and predominantly male leadership (Bair,
2020). When reviewing various textbooks and their treatment of women in the Civil Right
Movement, Bair (2020) found that while the number of women in U.S. textbooks have increased,
the overall depiction is superficial and does not adequately add to student comprehension of the
role women played in the Civil Right Movement. When considering the very real physical and
mental effects of discrimination on girls during adolescence, this lack of representation could
have real impacts on how girls are treated within their school environments. Continuing with
intersectional identities, including gender and race, it is important to highlight the effects of
Black girls being underrepresented in STEM. With roots in racism and bias, Black girls are often
overlooked to be tracked into STEM gifted programs. One study noted that non-Black students
who participated daily and enthusiastically, and even those who participated less, were chosen
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over Black girls who asked questions and participated- they were perceived as being less
knowledgeable in the content instead of inquisitive (Collins, et al., 2019, p. 57).
LGBT Perspectives.
Another identity to consider when focusing on diversity within educational resources and
representation of marginalized groups is LGBT students. Students who are able to see
themselves in the curriculum are able to solidify their own identities and embrace themselves.
Inclusive curriculum benefits students and too often students do not have exposure to a resource
that includes gender or sexual diversity (Schey, 2021). Much of the research revolving around
gender inclusivity focuses on adolescents and the secondary education level, but Mackenzie and
Talbott’s (2018) study also focused on the impact of inclusivity and diversity at the elementary
level. The impact of this study after students participated in art projects revolving around gender
identity showed that some children developed definite compassion for those who might be
constrained to express their gender and a general apathy around gender fluidity (Mackenzie &
Talbott, 2018).
When considering LGBT perspectives and intersectionality it is also important to note
how race and LGBT identities can impact how a student perceives instruction. In regards to a
study revolving around service learning, a student felt that they could not comfortably be
themselves within their own racial community due to what they perceived as a lack of exception
towards their queerness (Valencia-Omar & Coles-Ritchie, 2021). With intersectional CRT, these
varying intersectional identities and their impacts need to be considered when bring inclusivity
and diversity to curricular resources.
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Educator and Administrator Mindsets
Intersectional CRT requires educators and administrators to be open to self-reflection of
themselves regarding their biases and their instructional practices that may be harmful to
students in their classrooms (Shields, 2019; Dennis, 2021). White people, especially White
educators, have to carry the onus of responsibility and self-reflection regarding the perpetuation
of racism in the education system (Zaccor & Thurman, 2021). However, educators are often
reticent to openly discuss race and racism and its impacts on student populations (Annamma &
Morrison, 2018) and are not properly prepared to discuss and confront racist comments or acts
within the workplace or in classrooms (Shields, 2019).
Educators must be mindful of their own prejudices and biases towards their students and
students in marginalized communities. However, it is important to note not only the negatives of
racism in the classroom, but the positives when racism, bullying, and teasing is absent from the
classroom environment. When student needs are met physically, mentally, and emotionally and
students do not have to contend with additional harassment within the school environment their
academic achievement improves (Shields, 2019; Glock et al., 2019).
Educators can have a positive impact on the classroom environment when they are aware
of their own biases and create safer spaces for all of their students (Valencia-Garcia & ColesRitchie, 2021). Diversity in educational resources through the application of intersectional CRT
requires a knowledge of diversity. Teachers who already work with diverse student populations
tend to have less negative implicit biases towards marginalized populations than students who
work in more homogenous student populations (Glock et al., 2019). Most of the teachers who
had negative implicit bias did not view themselves as racist nor did they consider themselves to
be particularly biased toward marginalized student populations, but when presented with
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questions regarding these groups of students their bias showed through (Glock et al., 2019). This
along with other research shows that educators cannot simply have the intention to be anti-racist
educators. It is not enough. Educator and administrator bias shows through with the
“disproportionate exclusions, suspensions, and disciplinary incidents of non-White students”
(Shields, 2019, p. 8). Dennis (2021) argues “it is necessary to confront the racist ideas we have
held or continue to hold and reflect on how our thinking, attitudes, actions, and decisions, sustain
racism in education” (p. 148). There are very real impacts of educator silence on student
behavior and educator attitudes and mindsets impact how students are treated inside and outside
of the classroom setting.
Intersectional CRT requires educators to make certain choices in order to fully embrace
anti-racist teaching and ensure diversity and inclusion in their educational resources and
pedagogy. In order to disrupt racism in curriculum, educators need to consider personalizing
content and making connections to students’ lives outside of the classroom experience (Dennis,
2021). Students need to be able to see themselves in their classroom content and be able to
connect it to their own personal lives which requires knowledge of students and focusing on
diversity and inclusion. Teachers must understand the impacts of racism and strive to be antiracist. There needs to be an understanding of racial literacy and the ability to speak on race and
racism, including how it is structured in schools and the impacts on students (Dennis, 2021;
Bynum, 2021). However, administrators and educators cannot immediately skip to implementing
these practices. As aforementioned, educators and administrators need to explicitly deal with the
attitudes and mindsets surrounding race in the classroom (Shields, 2019; Dennis, 2021).
Teachers cannot hold beliefs that their students simply cannot perform at a certain level due to
their socio-economic background and perceived homelife or because they feel students simply do
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not want to learn (Shields, 2019). Educators and administrators need to recognize they are the
adults and the professionals and do right by all students, no matter their identity.
Summary
Intersectional Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT) enables educators to be inclusive of
all their students, be mindful of their own biases and racist perspectives, and provide curriculum
that connects to students’ lives in meaningful ways (MacKenzie, 2021). The educational system
is dysfunctional in how it treats marginalized students, particularly multiply-marginalized
students, and does not value students the way they deserve to be valued (Annamma & Morrison,
2018). Utilizing Critical Race Theory and anti-racist teaching, teachers can begin to move away
from perpetuating the racism they claim to want to change to making valuable changes. There
must be a disruption in the ecological systems of education and a change to the ways in which
educators view students at all levels of education no matter their explicit or implicit bias towards
marginalized communities (Annamma & Morrison, 2018; Dennis, 2021; Glock et al., 2018).
Centering BIPOC voices and having anti-racist, anti-bias lens through curriculum and pedagogy,
no matter the subject, are the responsibility of educators everywhere no matter the population
they teach (Valencia-Garcia & Coles-Ritchie, 2021; Ramirez & Donovan, 2021). Justice cannot
be served without adequate and purposeful inclusion in curriculums. Transforming curriculums
requires giving voice to marginalized communities and providing students the opportunity to
analyze their own place and actions towards social justice (Cummings, 2019).
There must be a focus on intersectional identities when considering what is included in
curriculums and how subjects are taught. When white students experience a humanist
perspective and are presented with figures from literature and history who fought against
injustice and racism it enables them to see themselves in these roles and make connections to
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those who were not the oppressors in history (Ramirez & Donovan, 2021; Leslie & Borunda,
2021). However, it is necessary to be careful to not center whiteness in curriculum. Centering
BIPOC voices in curriculums and discussions of race is essential as they are the experts, and it is
also important to not victimize oppressed communities in having white authority over them in
any way (Zaccor & Thurman, 2021; Valencia-Garcia & Coles-Ritchie, 2021; Bair, 2020).
Students who have the opportunity to identify and critically think about racist institutions and
racism within curriculums are more likely to apply these skills outside of the classroom setting
(Cummings, 2019). All students benefit when teaching about race and racism.
Gender and sexuality are types of identities that often intersect with race that can have a
major impact on how students learn and experience the educational system. Girls, and
particularly Black girls, are often discriminated against in STEM fields and not given the
opportunity to pursue advanced classes at the secondary level because of perceived inabilities
and educator prejudice (Bell & Juvonen, 2020; Robnett & John, 2020; Rogers et al., 2021).
Gender discrimination can lead to real physical, mental, and emotional issues for girls in school
and influence their future educational and career paths (Bell & Juvonen, 2020; Rogers et al.,
2021). Students who are exposed to inclusive curriculum revolving around queer identities
benefit in the same way girls do when experiencing inclusive curriculum and are more likely to
have accepting attitudes towards themselves and others when given the opportunity to affirm
their own and others gender and sexual identities (Mackenzie & Talbott, 2018; Schey, 2021).
Another aspect of the research surrounding diversity in educational resources was the
importance of educator and administrator mindset and attitudes around race and racism. Teachers
cannot be bystanders when confronted with race and racism in the classroom. There is a moral
obligation to ensure all students are provided with a safe and harassment-free environment or the
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consequences can be detrimental to marginalized students (Glock et al., 2019; Dennis, 2021;
Shields, 2019). However, teachers do not always live up to being anti-racist. Many teachers,
whether they are aware of it or not, carry negative biases into the classroom with them and
particularly those who do not work with students from marginalized communities (Glock et al.,
2019). In order for administrators and teachers to have the most positive impact on their students
and the communities they serve, there needs to be a constant and purposeful examination of
biases and prejudices carried into the classroom setting along with explicitly dealing with these
issues within the curriculums and pedagogies implemented in the classroom (Dennis, 2021;
Shields, 2019).
Conclusion
Intersectional Culturally Responsive Teaching (CRT) is a tool educators can use to
improve the overall classroom environment for students and help end the perpetuation of racist
systems and stereotypes within the educational system. Educators must be able to deal with their
own biases and discriminatory practices in order to adequately reach and educate the
expandingly diverse student populations of classrooms; it is not the responsibility of students to
change, but the responsibility of those who teach them (Shields, 2019). Students have a variety
of intersectional identities that can lead to marginalization and many students are multiplymarginalized and are inhibited from growing to their full potential in the current educational
environment (Annamma & Morrison, 2018). With careful consideration of all identities, students
can have the opportunity to grow and to acknowledge the similarities and differences between
themselves and others to create a more inclusive society outside of the classroom (Mackenzie &
Talbott, 2018). These systems of oppression can be remedied through thoughtful and purposeful
inclusion of anti-racism, anti-bias and culturally relevant pedagogy and curriculum to ensure that
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the classroom environment benefits all. Every person has the right to earn a great education in a
country whose central goals and ideals revolve around concepts of freedom and democracy
(Bynum, 2021; Dennis, 2021).
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Chapter Three: Project Description
Introduction
Educational resources need to be diverse in order to address the injustices of prejudice
(Bajaj, 2021). Achievement levels of ethnic minority students tend to be lower than the majority,
and ethnic minority groups are often underrepresented in higher-level academic courses in
elementary and secondary settings (Glock et al., 2019). Students who are a part of the LGBT
community also face challenges within the educational system, and children starting in
elementary school are starting to identify as gender non-conforming (Mackenzie & Talbott,
2018). Young girls are discriminated against in classroom in STEM, and an increase in diversity
and intersectional Culturally Responsive Teaching would aid in providing girls the opportunity
to feel more confident in content areas (MacKenzie, 2021). The intent of this project is to
illustrate how diversity can be brought into curriculums through sources that go beyond district
provided curriculums and state standards. This project specifically focuses on United States
history due to the lack of varying perspectives presented in standard U.S. history textbooks used
in schools (Cummings, 2019). It encourages civil discourse and activates students’ critical
thinking skills and engaging students in critiquing government actions to create better and more
informed citizens.
This chapter will outline components, evaluation, and conclusions of the project and
plans for implementation along with appendices showcasing the unit plan, resources, and lesson
plans. The appendices will be organized first by the overall unit plan with learning targets,
standards, transfer goals, and desired student understandings and applications. After the unit
plan, lesson plans are outlined for the unit with the required materials and assessments following
the lesson plans. These resources are marked as sample numbers and some resources are
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presented via links to access them. Some items are copyrighted and permissions for these are
provided at the end of the chapter.
Project Components
This project is a unit plan that focuses on the varying perspectives of those who were
affected by the era of U.S. expansion West and the consequences of expansion. The intent is to
provide an array of perspectives that are familiar to some and personally challenging to others.
The objectives of this project are to provide a completed unit plan for teachers and administrators
to review to observe how diverse perspectives and resources can be utilized in teaching while
still effectively teaching and assessing required state standards. The state standards utilized for
this unit plan are Michigan 8th grade Social Studies standards from 2019. The rationale for this
project was to provide an example of embedding diversity in curriculum instead of adding on a
lesson at the end of a unit to address diversity. The intention is to illustrate how diversity and
diverse perspectives are essential and can be a central component of a unit as opposed to a
marginal topic.
The unit plan includes seven lessons focused on the two major state standards on United
States expansion in the 1800s and key literacy standards. The style of this unit plan is modeled
after essential components of the concept of backwards mapping. The unit plan opens with key
desired student understandings and a focus on essential questions. The essential questions are
intended to decipher the larger picture of the content and should be used by the teacher as a focus
point before and after each lesson. The unit plan also includes key learning targets, though more
specific content and language objectives are included in the individual lesson plans. Key student
skills are included and implemented throughout the lesson plans, including a focus on primary
source analysis and corroboration skills.
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Following the overall unit plan and desired results are the lesson plans. Lesson plans
include the standards addressed, learning targets, required materials, and whole group versus
guided practice for students. Learning targets in the lesson plan are written as SIOP (Sheltered
Instruction Operation Protocol) learning targets with an emphasis on content and language
objectives instead of only focusing on content learning targets. Language objectives provide
teachers with a framework to explain to students how they will be assessed to determine their
progress towards the content learning target. At the beginning of each lesson is a brief
description of the background of the lesson and ties to previous learning. There are
accommodations and modifications included in most lessons and teachers with English as a
Second Language (ESL) students will find additional materials provided in the appendices.
Lesson plans include descriptions of learning events, approximate times of activities and lessons,
and means to assess students through exit tickets and assessments.
Materials are provided in the appendices that are used in the lesson plans. For example,
any Warm Up will be included in the appendices and the image and citation follows. All source
citations are listed again at the end of the appendices in references. Some materials are links to
Library of Congress resources. Any digital materials or lessons including one-to-one technology
have notes on how to modify the lesson if there is not one-to-one technology available to
students. There are also suggested options if digital tools are not readily available to teachers.
For example, in the appendix there is a lesson that suggests using the Google Jamboard
application. However, an alternative is provided by suggesting paper copies or a chart board
paper option.
All lessons and materials were selected and written to include a variety of perspectives
about a specific historical era and to embed diversity into the curriculum in a way that is not as
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an add-on but as an essential piece of the desired outcomes of learning. Primary sources are
utilized to ensure students are gaining social studies skills in analyzing primary and secondary
sources and corroborating different source materials. These primary sources also give students a
window to a period they may know little about. For example, in the appendix is an image from
1880 that shows racism towards Chinese immigrants. The first bans on immigration targeted
Chinese immigrants and further conversations could be had regarding immigration in the United
States today and the causes and effects of these bans. There is flexibility in all lessons to connect
to larger societal issues and to discuss with students the impact of historical events.
Project Evaluation
This project will be evaluated for success based on the evaluation tool included in the
appendix. This tool will survey teacher or administrator users of this unit plan to determine how
adequately the lesson plans addressed the desired objective of diversity, the overall effectiveness
of the lesson plans and materials, and the satisfaction of included assessments. If this project is
implemented, an email will be provided to ensure that users can provide feedback regarding the
effectiveness and desired outcomes as aforementioned. The tool highlights the overall
effectiveness of the unit plan with a specific emphasis on whether diversity was adequately
embedded throughout. As aforementioned, the intent of the project is to not have diverse
perspectives as an add-on to curriculum; instead, diversity is the centerpiece of the
accompanying unit plans and materials. The intention of the evaluation tool is to determine if
users felt this to be accurate in the implementation of this unit plan. The unit plan allows for
teacher creativity and flexibility while also providing a solid framework where implementing the
plan would be adequate in reaching the desired goals for diversity while also effectively teaching
the intended content and literacy standards.
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Project Conclusions
Diversity in educational resources can be overwhelming at first due to the sheer number
of identities that students can have. A focus on curricular change, such as this project, can
provide teachers the tools to adequately address the lack of diversity in their content. This unit
plan focuses specifically on United States history and social studies and draws directly from
research by Cummings (2019) that addresses the importance of social justice in United States
history education. As Cummings (2019) pointed out, “simply understanding historical events
will not, in itself, prepare students for the critical thinking necessary for them to navigate
complex sociopolitical realities” (p. 282). It is important that students have access to diverse
perspectives and materials to practice their inquiry and discussion skills and not simply covering
historical facts and dates (Cummings, 2019).
Another key conclusion from this project is the focus on diversity and intersectionalism.
Students have a variety of intersectional identities that can lead to marginalization and many
students are multiply-marginalized and are inhibited from growing to their full potential in the
current educational environment (Annamma & Morrison, 2018). By focusing on intersectional
CRT, teachers have an opportunity to address marginalization in their classrooms and give all
students a wider perspective to those in the world around them (Cummings, 2019). This unit plan
is intended to address multiply-marginalized students by also focusing on accommodations and
modifications to ensure success for all students. As mentioned in Project Components, additional
materials are provided for ESL students as well as suggestions to make material more accessible
to all students of all learning abilities. The unit plan in this project is an example but is by no
means a step-by-step of how to provide diversity and inclusion in curriculum and instruction.
Teachers have a responsibility to evaluate their own prejudices towards marginalized groups and
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analyze how these perceptions impact their instructional practices (Dennis, 2021). Glock et al.
(2019) describes how negative biases of teachers are based in the stereotypes and attitudes they
have and how they perceive and judge others. Ultimately, schools and teachers reflect the
systems that they serve, so it would make sense that to truly address the effects of the school
system on marginalized communities there needs to be a change in teacher attitude and bias
(Dennis, 2021).
Research by Cummings (2019), MacKenzie (2021), Ramirez and Donovan (2021), and
Puente and Alvarez (2021) focus on singular identities such as gender, sexuality, and, more
predominantly, race and ethnicity, but did not address intersectional identities. One study by
Bajaj (2022) focused on an elementary charter school that had a decolonized curriculum,
focusing on a Montessori curriculum, but the long-term effects of this curriculum on student
confidence, empathy, and activism was not noted. Long-term studies on the impacts of
intersectional CRT would be beneficial to review if the inclusion of these materials had a real
change on marginalized students’ identity and confidence as well as determining the impacts on
students who are not a part of marginalized communities or identities.
Plans for Implementation
This project would best be used in an 8th grade Social Studies classroom. The intention is
to provide teachers with a tool to immediately use, but also to provide an example for
administrators how diversity could be effectively embedded in curriculum. The intention of this
plan is to provide inspiration and to call educators to the table of self-reflection to what they are
currently implementing in their classroom. This project offers an opportunity for teachers to
reflect on the materials used in their classroom and whether they are intentionally or
unintentionally furthering the marginalization and erasure of students. An emphasis is placed on
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educator reflection in this project. The end of the unit reflection requires teachers to question the
racial and gender stereotypes holding back instruction and how their perceptions are harming
students. The implementation of this project goes beyond putting a unit plan into practice in the
classroom. Its intention is to illuminate the possibilities of diversity and inclusion in the
classroom- not only in traditionally marginalized communities but also communities that do not
experience prejudice to the same degree.
The findings from this project will be published and the intention is to work closely with
school building colleagues on how to provide better implementation of diverse resources within
the curriculum through Professional Learning Communities (PLCs). In Grand Rapids Public
Schools, curriculum is provided to teachers with little to no flexibility on amending the
curriculum or the resources used. The intention of this project is to encourage teacher autonomy
and respect for teacher professionalism in enabling teachers the opportunity to find sources that
better embed diversity and inclusion in instruction. Through the Instructional Leadership Team
(ILT) in my building, I intend to bring this issue to colleagues across departments and offer
suggestions for better implementing diversity in classroom instruction in all content areas. For
the social studies department, PLCs will be focused on how to include diverse perspectives in
teaching social studies.
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Appendix A: Westward Expansion Curriculum Unit
Desired Results
State/Common Core Literacy
Transfer
Standards Addressed
8 – U4.2.3 Westward
Students will be able to use their learning to be able to…
Expansion – Explain the
1.) Identify social injustices in the present and its links to
expansion, conquest, and
the past.
settlement of the West
2.) Evaluate government actions to conscious citizens in a
through the Louisiana
democratic republic.
Purchase, the removal of
American Indians (Trail of
Understandings
Tears) from their native
Students will understand…
lands, the growth of a system
- the impact of Westward Expansions on indigenous
of commercial agriculture,
nations, slavery, and the economy of the U.S.
and the idea of Manifest
- the effects of United States’ expansion and conquest of
Destiny. (E2.1) (National
native lands on indigenous nations and the nature of
Geography Standard 6, p.
the conquest.
154)
- the idea of Manifest Destiny and its impact.
8 – U4.2.4 Consequences of
Expansion – Develop an
Essential Questions
argument based on evidence
- How justifiable was U.S. expansion in the 1800s? Do
about the positive and
the ends justify the means?
negative consequences of
- What responsibility does the present government and
territorial and economic
population of the U.S. have regarding our past with
expansion on American
indigenous First Nations?
Indians. the institution of
slavery, and the relations
Key Knowledge and Skills Required of Students
between free and
Students will know
slaveholding states. (C2)
- the locations of major territories acquired by the
(National Geography
United States (Mexican Cession, Louisiana Territory,
Standard 13, p. 169)
Gadsden Purchase, Oregon Territory, and Florida) and
RH.6-8.1 Cite specific textual
the ways in which the U.S. acquired these territories.
evidence to support analysis
- the Trail of Tears, indigenous treaties with the U.S.
of primary and secondary
government, and government actions of Indian
sources.
Removal.
RH.6-8.2 Determine the
- key content vocabulary such as: Manifest Destiny,
central ideas or information
expansion, colonization, indigenous, slavery, territory,
of a primary or secondary
cede/cession, pioneer, conquest, annex/annexation,
source; provide an accurate
diplomacy, justifiable
summary of the source
distinct from prior knowledge
of opinions.
Students will be skilled at
RH.6-8.4 Determine the
- analyzing the central ideas in primary and secondary
meaning of words and
sources.
phrases as they are used in a
- corroborating primary and secondary sources.
text, including vocabulary
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specific to domains related to
history/social studies.
RH.6-8.6 Identify aspects of a
text that reveal an author’s
point of view or purpose (e.g.,
loaded language, inclusion or
avoidance of particular facts).
RH.6-8.7 Integrate visual
information (e.g., in charts,
graphs, photographs, videos,
or maps) with other
information in print and
digital texts.
RH.6-8.8 Distinguish among
fact, opinion, and reasoned
judgment in a text.
RH.6-8.9 Analyze the
relationship between a
primary and secondary source
on the same topic.
WHST.6-8.1 Write
arguments focused on
discipline-specific content.
WHST.6-8.2 Write
informative/explanatory texts,
including the narration of
historical events, scientific
procedures/experiments, or
technical processes.

Evaluative Criteria:
- Performance will
be evaluated based
on completion of
requirements
(further details
provided in
samples)
- Students must be
able to show
understanding of
major content
objectives and
completion of
learning targets

-

-

identify vocabulary and aspects of a text that
determines an author’s point of view or their purpose
in both primary and secondary sources.
write an explanation of key events and write narratives
from the perspectives of various groups of people.
using key content vocabulary in their writing and in
reading primary and secondary sources.
Key Learning Targets for Unit
(I can statements)

1.) I can identify and map the major territorial
acquisitions of the United States.
2.) I can describe how the United States acquired
territories.
3.) I can argue whether United States territorial
acquisitions were justified and their effects on various
populations.

Evidence
1.) Performative Assessment
Extended Written Response Assessment
a. Goal is to identify the arguments for expansion,
critique them, and describe the experiences (both
positive and negative) of groups impacted by
expansion; specifically focusing on the experiences of
White colonizers and Indigenous communities.
b. The role the student is playing is narrator.
c. The audience for this assessment is a person or
persons who are unfamiliar with the topic of
Westward Expansion.
d. The product will be one of the following:
i.
A series of diary entries.
ii.
A written essay.
iii.
A play script.
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-

Students will be
assessed using a
four point scale on
performance task
and assignments

e. Rubric included further below in Sample
2.) Other assessments:
a. Formative assessments including: warm ups,
discussions, Quizlet Live, exit tickets (both digital and
on paper)
b. Summative assessments including Westward
Expansion Quiz, Sacagawea Assessment, etc.

A Note on Student Evaluation
On summative assessments, points will be rewarded to determine proficiency via a number
correct out of total points possible.
On formative assessments, points will be rewarded on a 1-4 grading scale.
A 0 is possible if a student’s assessment/assignment is too incomplete to be considered and
there is little to assess regarding proficiency.
Students are given targeted feedback on failings and successes regarding their proficiency of
the learning target/standard.
1= below showing proficiency of the learning target/standard addressed. Student is required to
address the issues within their work and resubmit to show growth.
2= approaches showing proficiency of the learning target/standard addressed. Student is highly
encouraged to address the issues within their work and resubmit.
3= proficient. Student may address the issues within their work and resubmit.
4= advanced proficiency. Student has shown mastery of the standard ie. Student could feasibly
teach and coach other students regarding the learning target/standard.
Note on lesson plans:
-

-

Estimated time of completion is flexible.
Some lessons include materials and learning targets for English as a Second Language
(ESL) students utilizing SIOP strategies (see Chapter Three Project Components for
SIOP explanation)
Permissions for certain materials is included at the end and are labeled.
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Lesson 1: Pre-Assessment and Introduction to the Topic (approx. 90 minutes)
Background and ties to previous learning: Students will be addressing push and pull factors (6th
and 7th grade standards) and connecting to previous content knowledge revolving around the
enslavement of Africans from the beginnings of the United States.
Standards Addressed:
8 – U4.2.3 Westward Expansion – Explain the expansion, conquest, and settlement of the West
through the Louisiana Purchase, the removal of American Indians (Trail of Tears) from their
native lands, the growth of a system of commercial agriculture, and the idea of Manifest Destiny.
(E2.1) (National Geography Standard 6, p. 154)
Learning Intentions:
Content Objective: Students will be able to (SWBAT) showcase any prior knowledge on the
topic of Westward Expansion and the content vocabulary utilized in the unit.
Language Objective: SWBAT write and then orally describe their knowledge of Westward
Expansion. Students will define content vocabulary in their own words and work together in a
team playing Quizlet Live.
Materials Required:
-

One-to-one Chromebooks (students may utilize their personal cellphones as well)
Pre-Assessment- either printed or presented digitally through a Learning Management System
(LMS) ie. Google Classroom or Schoology
Quizlet
Projector
Grouped Student Tables
Whiteboard Markers
Poster paper (possibly) or digital media such as Google Jamboard
Warm Up: (10 minutes)
Project the following question on the board for students to complete as they enter the classroom
and the first five minutes of class:
“What are examples of push and pull factors?” AKA why do people move?
After students have written their answers, use “Think Pair Share” strategy (see Strategy Box on
p. 25) to allow students the opportunity to learn from their peers and share their answers.
Whole Group: (35 minutes)
Pre-Assessment (10 minutes): hand out (or have students login to their LMS to access preassessment) pre-assessments to students. Ensure students have completed the reflection at the
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end of the pre-assessment and collect. Pre-Assessment Link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSePDssB_QakwRLdXxebDSSlvsn4KQdLr51ZpIcqo0DyTZ6Ig/viewform?usp=pp_url or see Sample #1.
KWL (10 minutes): Put students in groups of 3-4 depending on class size and seating. Hand out
one whiteboard marker to each table group of students. Model students on how to draw a KWL
(see Strategy Box on p. 25) on the tabletop (whiteboard marker erases easily from desks when
using a wet wipe or wet paper towel). Then, students work together to write down at least 5
things they know or think they know about how the United States expanded. Have a few groups
share out their ideas and write them on a classroom document- either on poster paper or on a
digital format (ie. Google Jamboard). Then, have students create at least three questions about
the topic of U.S. expansion. Have different groups share and record those questions. Clean up.
Vocabulary (15 minutes): Go to https://quizlet.com/_9csqdp?x=1jqt&i=i1yy2 and use the teacher
tool: Quizlet Live. Teacher has the option to use individual or team grouping. This introduces the
new vocabulary students in a gamified format. After, review the key vocabulary terms that were
missed the most among students (provided at the end of the game) and write those terms on the
white board. Have students come up with synonyms or words they connect to the terms and write
those on the white board. Students will be able to use these to help them create their word maps.
Alternative: If there is not access to one-to-one technology, review the key vocabulary with all
students and play “Dice Game” (see Strategy Box on p. 25).
Guided Practice (30 minutes):
Vocabulary Maps (30 minutes): Provide students with a template to create words maps for five
terms. Three of those terms must include: territory, annex, and Manifest Destiny. (See Samples
#2 and #3 for Word Map Templates)
Note: Turn off Google Image search if able through teacher technology monitoring program.
Provide an example of a symbol or picture to represent terms if students are struggling to come
up with their own.
Exit Ticket (5 minutes):
Exit Ticket: Digitally or on a sticky note, students should choose one term from the vocabulary
list and create a sentence using the term appropriately. (If using an LMS like Google Classroom
or Schoology, create a discussion board or assignment for students to submit their sentences.)
Possible Modifications/Accommodations:
Warm Up:
a) Provide a sentence starter for students. Ie. “Examples of push and pull factors are”
b) Conference with ESL students on why people may move someplace new or pair with a
same language peer.
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Pre-Assessment:
a) Have a text-to-speech version available to students.
b) Provide an alternative pre-assessment to ESL students or provide picture definitions to
content vocabulary present.
Vocabulary:
a) Provide ESL students with the terms in advance with definitions and pictures attached.
b) Provide Cognitively Impaired (CI) students with the terms with a picture attached.
c) Use ESL Vocabulary Choice Board (Sample #4) Westward Expansion Vocabulary Dice
Activity (Sample #5).
Lesson 2: John Gast and Manifest Destiny (approx.115 minutes)
Background and ties to previous learning: Students will be using social studies skills to analyze
primary and secondary sources revolving around the topic of Manifest Destiny. This concept was
introduced in the previous lesson as a vocabulary term.
Standards:
8 – U4.2.3 Westward Expansion – Explain the expansion, conquest, and settlement of the West
through the Louisiana Purchase, the removal of American Indians (Trail of Tears) from their
native lands, the growth of a system of commercial agriculture, and the idea of Manifest Destiny.
(E2.1) (National Geography Standard 6, p. 154)
RH.6-8.1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
RH.6-8.2 Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide
an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge of opinions.
RH.6-8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies.
RH.6-8.6 Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author’s point of view or purpose (e.g., loaded
language, inclusion or avoidance of particular facts).
RH.6-8.7 Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with
other information in print and digital texts.
RH.6-8.9 Analyze the relationship between a primary and secondary source on the same topic.
Learning Intentions:
Content Objective: SWBAT describe the concept of Manifest Destiny and evaluate its impact on
U.S. expansion.
Language Objective: SWBAT annotate an image of John Gast’s painting “American Progress”
and discuss with their peers what they observe. Students will read and analyze primary and
secondary sources for central ideas, corroboration, and evaluation of sources.
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Materials Required:
-

Image of John Gast’s “American Progress” with accompanying questions.
Stanford History Education Group’s (SHEG) Student Materials from Reading Like A
Historian, lesson Manifest Destiny
Projector

Warm Up (5 minutes):
Millions of indigenous people lived in the areas the United States expanded to. How do you
think indigenous nations felt about U.S. expansion and what do you think they did about it?
As students complete their responses, have several students share out their ideas.
Whole Group (30 minutes):
John Gast’s “American Progress” (20 minutes): Project the painting, “American Progress”, by
John Gast and explain that it was meant to represent the westward expansion of the United
States. Pass out Sample #6 to student groups. Suggested size of groups: 3-4 students. Have
students complete the activity with their peers. After 10 minutes, have groups share out and
annotate the projected image on the white board (or Smartboard depending on technology).
Stanford History Education Group’s “Reading Like a Historian” Manifest Destiny Documents
and Questions Textbook Account (10 minutes): First, teacher reads through the textbook account
and models annotation for students (see Strategy Box on p. 25). After, students work as a group
to answer the two questions following the textbook account. Groups share out their answers.
Ensure students understand the term ‘corroborate’. One way to do this is to set up a story of a
fight in the lunchroom. The principal must determine who was involved and who started the fight
in order to determine the appropriate course of action regarding discipline. Students are chosen
to represent the various culprits and explain that their friends are more likely to ‘back up’ or
corroborate their friend’s story of what happens. This gives students a context that is applicableparticularly in middle school.
Guided Practice (70 minutes):
Document Question Analysis (60 minutes): Depending on the class, teachers may choose to limit
this to individual work, partner work, or group work. Students should read and annotate the
remainder of the documents and answer the questions that follow. Teacher should highlight
vocabulary terms that are bolded and ask students to focus on terms they do not understand to be
analyzed as a class. (See Sample #7 for SHEG Document Analysis Questions.) Use this as an
assignment to assess student understanding of Manifest Destiny and their literacy in history
skills.
Review with class (10 minutes): Have students star questions they struggled with an go over
those questions as a whole group.
Exit Ticket (10 minutes) :
In a Discussion Board Post on an LMS or projected on the board, inform students of the
following:
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The concept of Manifest Destiny was not unanimously embraced (not everyone was for it).
Many people questioned the legality of acquiring territory and whether this was the appropriate
direction for the U.S. In fact, John L. Sullivan’s phrase of ‘Manifest Destiny’ did not become
popular until after his death! How does this information challenge what you read about in the
documents?
Accommodations/Modifications:
ESL: For ESL students, an alternative assignment could be provided or a focus on vocabulary
retention. It would also be helpful for students to have a map provided to them of the U.S. and
have them label the map with the territories acquired by the United States.
Students with Learning Disabilities: Either teacher reads to the students, or students work with
higher tiered peers to read through the documents and annotate. Sentence starters could be
provided to students to aid in writing their answers and working with peers would be beneficial
for students to ‘talk out’ what they should write.
Lesson 3: The Louisiana Purchase, Lewis and Clark, and Sacagawea (approx. 95 minutes)
Background and Lesson Considerations: This lesson is tied to previous lessons regarding
westward expansion and the intent behind expansion. To best prepare students for this lesson,
students should have already experienced historical narrative writing and historical I.D.s. If
students do not have this experience, a mini-lesson regarding these topics should be taught.
Students should also have a handle on how to cite online information. If this is not something
students are familiar with, it would be appropriate to contact the school librarian (if available) to
do a lesson on appropriate citation.
Standards:
8 – U4.2.3 Westward Expansion – Explain the expansion, conquest, and settlement of the West
through the Louisiana Purchase, the removal of American Indians (Trail of Tears) from their
native lands, the growth of a system of commercial agriculture, and the idea of Manifest Destiny.
(E2.1) (National Geography Standard 6, p. 154)
RH.6-8.2 Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide
an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge of opinions.
WHST.6-8.2 Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events,
scientific procedures/experiments, or technical processes.
Learning Objectives:
Content Objective: SWBAT describe how the U.S. acquired the United States and the people
involved who explored this new territory.
Language Objective: SWBAT read about Sacagawea’s life and write a journal entry acting as
this pivotal historical figure. Students will read their journal entries to one another and edit one
another’s writing.
Materials Required:
-

Lined paper
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-

Louisiana Purchase Map (See Sample #8) and accompanying questions.
Social Studies Textbook Section on Louisiana Purchase
One-to-one technology ie. Chromebooks or computer lab access
Who was Sacagawea? Historical I.D. (Sample #9)

Warm Up (5 minutes):
What type of technology would NOT be available in 1804 to help you travel?
After students write their answers, share out and brainstorm more answers if necessary.
Emphasize the difficulty of exploring and mapping a new land without the technology modern
people rely on every day.
Whole Group (25 minutes):
Textbook Section (15 minutes): Read the section about the Louisiana Purchase with your class in
your district’s textbook to give background knowledge. Project the image of the Louisiana
Purchase (See Sample #8) and compare with a map of the United States before the addition of
the Louisiana Purchase. Ask students to Think Pair Share (See Strategy Box on p.25) for the
following questions:
1.) What do you notice about the size of the Louisiana Purchase?
2.) Do you think this was a good deal for the United States?
3.) How would you propose to map out this area? (Remind students from the Warm Up that
much of the technology modern people rely on did not exist.)
YouTube Video (10 minutes): https://youtu.be/hPrfQq-838w Show the following video and ask
students to reflect on the following questions:
1.) Why would indigenous communities be hesitant around Lewis and Clark?
2.) What were the benefits to having Sacagawea and York on the expedition?
3.) Did York or Sacagawea have a choice in joining the expedition considering their social
positions?
Guided Practice (50 minutes):
Web Search (20 minutes): Have students perform their own web search of Sacagawea’s life and
her experience on the expedition. As students research information, they need to make sure they
are citing their information and including the sites and site authors as they write down
information for the historical I.D. (See Sample #9). After students have completed the ‘I.D.’,
have students share with partners around the room the information they gathered to help fill in
any potential gaps some students may have missed.
Narrative Diary Entry (20-30 minutes): Depending on the writing levels of students, sentence
starters could be provided and more time may be needed.
Requirements: Students should provide a minimum of two paragraphs (5-10 sentences each)
about a day in Sacagawea’s life providing at least five (5) significant pieces of information
students gathered from their web search and historical I.D.s. Students should use their historical
I.D. to help them write about what Sacagawea would experience on the expedition.
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The diary entry should be in first person and entail some created interactions with the members
of the expedition including Sacagawea’s husband, Lewis, Clark, and York. Encourage students
to include dialogue and to be as creative as they want in imagining what it would be like to be
Sacagawea!
Exit Ticket (5 minutes):
Draw three columns on a white board. One should say, “I got it!”, another “I’m getting there”,
and lastly, “I’m stuck.” On sticky notes, have student summarize their learning in two sentences,
write their names on the back and place the sticky note where they think they are at in their
understanding of the content objectives from the beginning of class on the white board.
Lesson 4: Major Territorial Acquisitions
Background and Ties to Previous Lessons: This lesson furthers student understanding of
territorial acquisitions of the west and enables students to identify how the U.S. acquired other
territories. Foreign policy should have been covered for this lesson, particularly on the Monroe
Doctrine. If this has not been taught yet, it would be worthwhile to include a lesson on the
Monroe Doctrine and the United States’ place in the world during the 1800s.
Standards:
8 – U4.2.3 Westward Expansion – Explain the expansion, conquest, and settlement of the West
through the Louisiana Purchase, the removal of American Indians (Trail of Tears) from their
native lands, the growth of a system of commercial agriculture, and the idea of Manifest Destiny.
(E2.1) (National Geography Standard 6, p. 154)
Learning Targets:
Content Objective: SWBAT identify the major territorial acquisitions of the U.S. and describe
how the U.S. gained these territories.
Language Objective: SWBAT write notes from a presentation and discuss what they write with
their peers. Students will write quiz questions and answer them with their peers to practice the
content.
Materials:
-

Printed Cornell Note Outline for ESL and Students with Learning Disabilities (See
Sample #10)
Prezi for Notes: https://prezi.com/view/Igq9NwN90dnLcHsXM4QP/
Poster Board
KWL from First Lesson

Warm Up (10 minutes):
Present the following question to students:
What would be your reaction to a foreign power declaring war on the United States and claiming
your state as its territory afterwards?
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After students take a moment to write down their thoughts and feelings, students should discuss
with their peers and share out some of their reactions. Ask students to now imagine the lesson
from this lens of perception.
Whole Group (75 minutes):
Prezi Presentation of U.S. Territorial Acquisitions (60 minutes): Included in this unit plan is an
outline utilizing the Cornell Note Taking method. This method is not a required notetaking
method for this presentation and lecture. Take students through the various territorial
acquisitions of the United States and be sure to discuss with students some possible
commonalities with how territories were acquired. There are stopping points in the lecture
presentation for students to process information and to discuss with their peers.
KWL Revisit (15 minutes): Project or hang the KWL done from the first lesson on the board for
students to see. Have students write down content they have now learned from their notes and
from previous lessons about Westward Expansion for 5 minutes. Then, have groups of students
report out what they wrote down and write it in the ‘L’ column for the KWL.
Guided Practice (30 minutes):
Carousel (30 minutes): Hang chart paper around the room to represent the major territorial
acquisitions of the United States: Louisiana Purchase, Oregon, Florida, Texas, and the Mexican
Cession. Discuss with students what they think makes a good quiz question.
Things to address with students:
-

Does your teacher ask specific questions like, “How many acres was a specific territory?”
Does your teacher ask questions about the ‘big picture’? Or tiny details?
What do you really need to know about? How do you write a question to make sure that
is addressed?

Place students in groups of 3-4. Have students first rotate around the room and write questions
that might be on a quiz about each territorial acquisition on sticky notes or on the chart paper.
Each student should write at least one question. Be sure to be available to students and help
guide students in their question writing. Then, have students rotate around again, writing answers
to the questions that their peers posted.
Exit Ticket/Assessment (40 minutes):
Exit Ticket (5 minutes): After students have completed the carousel activity, ask students to rate
their understanding of how the U.S. gained territory in the 1800s. Students should rate
themselves on a scale of:
-

1: I don’t get it.
2: I’m starting to understand but I’m struggling a little bit.
3: I get it but probably couldn’t teach it to someone else.
4: I get it and I could teach a peer about it.

Reteach Opportunity (15 minutes): Students who rated themselves a ‘1’ or a ‘2’ should spend
extra time reviewing their notes with the ‘3’ and ‘4’ students by revising, editing, highlighting,
and writing questions on their notes to ensure they understand the content.
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Quiz Assessment (25 minutes): Have students complete the assessment found in Sample #11.
Reteach again to students who require additional support with the content.
Lesson 5: Indigenous Treaties and the Trail of Tears (approx. 110 minutes)
Background and Ties to Previous Lessons: This lesson is connected to how territories were
acquired from indigenous nations. The term ‘treaty’ is a key content vocabulary term that
students should already have some connection with regarding the American Revolution and
foreign policy of the United States. Students should also have some background on relations
between the United States and indigenous nations from lessons on the colonization of North
America.
Standards:
8 – U4.2.3 Westward Expansion – Explain the expansion, conquest, and settlement of the West
through the Louisiana Purchase, the removal of American Indians (Trail of Tears) from their
native lands, the growth of a system of commercial agriculture, and the idea of Manifest Destiny.
(E2.1) (National Geography Standard 6, p. 154)
RH.6-8.1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
RH.6-8.2 Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide
an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge of opinions.
RH.6-8.9 Analyze the relationship between a primary and secondary source on the same topic.
WHST.6-8.1 Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content.
Learning Targets:
Content Objective: SWBAT explain the removal of the Cherokee via the Indian Removal Act
and evaluate the effectiveness and fairness of treaties between the United States and indigenous
nations.
Language Objective: SWBAT read about the Trail of Tears and write an argument to the
following question: How fairly were Native Americans treated during the era of Westward
Expansion?
Materials:
-

-

Copies of Indigenous Treaties Primary Source Assessment and accompany analysis
questions
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wA_fpnORfq9xSohrbxYUoPfRyQpxAu5kSz7Y
ZKmm5ZI/edit?usp=sharing
Map showing indigenous peoples’ reservations (1883) and accompanying questions
(Sample #13)
Trail of Tears
Andrew Jackson Video: https://youtu.be/gx5IyumKmDI
Andrew Jackson Video Reflection (Sample #12)
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-

Lined Paper
Projector

Warm Up (10 minutes):
Project the map and accompany questions from Sample #13. Question: This map is from 1883.
How do you think indigenous nations lost so much territory during the 1800s? In what ways did
the U.S. acquire territory?
After students have written their answers, have students share out. Identify common ideas and
similar answers and ask students to keep these in mind throughout the lesson.
Whole Group (approx. 75 minutes):
Andrew Jackson Video Analysis (30 minutes): Accompany this video and analysis with a
selection from classroom textbook about Native American removal, the Trail of Tears, and
Andrew Jackson. Show TedEd’s “Andrew Jackson: Hero or Villain” one time through to give
students an opportunity to process it. Captions are helpful for ESL students. On the second time
through the video, students complete the analysis as seen in Sample #12. On the white board or
in an online application like Google Jigsaw, have students share their responses and create a
whole group t-chart on the pros and cons of Andrew Jackson.
Then, have students move to one side of the classroom or the other regarding their final verdict:
Was he a hero or a villain? Students then must discuss in their groups what they thought made
him a hero or a villain. Groups of students choose one ‘ambassador’. If there are students who
are unsure or in the ‘middle’, they do the same discussion and after hearing the other two groups’
arguments, join one side or the other.
Treaties Primary Source Assessment (40 minutes): Project the slides for the Indigenous Treaties
Primary Source Assessment and pass out copies to students. Read the second slide to students.
As a class, read and annotate the first primary source document. Discuss the highlighted portions
and review the questions as a class. The second primary source treaty should be done within
small student groups of 3-4. The last primary source should be completed individually. Give
students time constraints of 15 minutes for each primary source and check in with groups being
sure to point out discrepancies in their answers, misunderstandings, and praising answers that
accurately analyze the source. Rubric is included in link provided in materials for this lesson.
KWL Revisit (5 minutes): Review the L portion of the KWL created by the class at the beginning
of the unit. What other information can be included in the ‘L’ column? What misconceptions
regarding the expansion of the U.S. have been debunked through the lesson?
Guided Practice:
Written Response (25 minutes): Students will answer the question: “How fairly were Native
Americans treated during the era of Westward Expansion?” using argumentative writing.
Students should use the primary sources from the Indigenous Treaties Primary Source
Assessment, their textbook section on Andrew Jackson and the Trail of Tears, and their
responses to the Andrew Jackson: Hero or Villain video.
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Students who struggle with writing could be provided with thinking maps to aid in their writing.
Assessment/Exit Ticket:
Using padlet.com or if there is no one-to-one technology, a poster with sticky notes, have
students answer the following essential question: What responsibility does the present
government and population of the U.S. have regarding our past with indigenous First Nations?
Accommodations/Modifications:
- Provide key definitions to ESL and Resource students for the treaties.
- Make captions available on the video clip for ESL students.
- Pair ESL students with same language peers or a supportive partner who will help them with
sentence structure and writing.
Lesson 7: Life in the West (approx. 140 minutes)
Background and Ties to Previous Lessons: This lesson is connected to previous lessons by
focusing on how women, African Americans, and indigenous communities lived in the West
during the era of expansion in the United States. There are many resources available through the
Library of Congress to supplement this lesson and this lesson is by no means a complete picture
of all experiences. This lesson is meant to provide students with a different lens of Westward
expansion through perspectives not often included in textbooks: women and African Americans.
Standards:
8 – U4.2.3 Westward Expansion – Explain the expansion, conquest, and settlement of the West
through the Louisiana Purchase, the removal of American Indians (Trail of Tears) from their
native lands, the growth of a system of commercial agriculture, and the idea of Manifest Destiny.
(E2.1) (National Geography Standard 6, p. 154)
RH.6-8.1 Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources.
RH.6-8.2 Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or secondary source; provide
an accurate summary of the source distinct from prior knowledge of opinions.
RH.6-8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
vocabulary specific to domains related to history/social studies.
RH.6-8.7 Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, videos, or maps) with
other information in print and digital texts.
WHST.6-8.2 Write informative/explanatory texts, including the narration of historical events,
scientific procedures/experiments, or technical processes.
Learning Targets:
Content Objective: SWBAT describe what life was like for various groups during the era of
Westward Expansion.
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Language Objective: SWBAT read about the lives of people in the West during the time of U.S.
expansion and teach another group of peers about a specific group they focused on.
Materials:
-

Primary Source Document Sets (See Sample #16)
Graphic Organizer (Copy for Each Student) (Sample #17)
KWL Chart from First Lesson
AnswerGarden.ch (if there is not one-to-one technology, have students write answers on
white board as groups)
News Print Photo via Library of Congress (See Sample #15)
Farming Images for Warm Up (Sample #14)

Warm Up (10 minutes):
Project the images and questions provided in Sample #14. After, have students share answers
with their peers and then to the class as whole group.
Remind students that traveling to the West was incredibly dangerous due to the wilderness and
because pioneers were encroaching and invading indigenous territory and land. Remind students
of the previous lesson on indigenous treaties and the actions of the United States government.
Ask students to think about the following questions: Is it fair to blame the pioneers who traveled
West when they were being encouraged by their government? Why or why not?
What other ethnic groups moved West besides White pioneers?
Whole Group (30 minutes):
Textbook Selection (15 minutes): Read a section from classroom text about Westward Expansion
and who moved West during this era. Ask students to discuss the following questions in groups:
1. What ethnic groups does the reading focus on?
2. What other ethnic groups may have moved West during this time period?
Possible connection: Make ties to previous units regarding slavery and ask students to identify
how adding territory might have complicated the slavery issue in the United States (this is a
preview question, as consequences of expansion is further discussed in other units on the causes
of the Civil War).
Image Analysis (15 minutes): Present the image in Sample #15 along with the accompanying
whole group class discussion questions. Students should first think about their answer, then share
with their group, before the teacher randomly calls on students to share their thoughts.
Inform students railroads had been built to connect from the east coast to the west coast after the
Civil War, which led to more people moving into the regions of the West. Revisit the map in
Sample #__ from 1883. Ask students how the railroad may have impacted the sizes of
indigenous reservations.
Guided Practice (100 minutes):
Jigsaw (60 minutes): Students should be split up into mixed ability groups of 4 students. Each
group of students are going to be given a document set (Sample #16) and graphic organizer
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(Sample #17) and each student will be responsible for one group that lived in the West during the
time of expansion. Each source has specific guiding questions to help students understand the
motivation of moving or living in the west and what life was like for people of that group. The
four groups are as follows:
African American Cowboys
Women Pioneers
Asian (mainly Chinese) immigrants
Native American groups (with a focus on Native American Boarding Schools)
After students have taken time to review their primary sources and complete their graphic
organizer (approx. 25 minutes), students then take 5 minutes each to teach one another about
their group. Be sure to remind students that they should be presenting their information and
explaining it, not just allowing their peers to copy from their graphic organizer. At the end, each
student must ask their peer a question about the group they studied. If a student does not have the
answer, all students write the question down in that section of the graphic organizer to revisit.
Once all students have taught their peers about their group, students then research the answer to
the “stumping” question posed. If there is not one-to-one technology, students could use phones
for this, depending on school policy, or as a whole group discussion these answers could be
researched or answered by the teacher.
Debrief (30 minutes):
Review each primary source provided to students to ensure students gleaned the information they
needed to from each section. For each section consider the following:
African Americans: Ask students to reflect on segregation and racism at the time. How would
African American families moving west have dealt with hostilities from White pioneers?
Chinese Immigrants: Point out the racism in the image from 1880. Explain to students that the
first immigration ban in the United States targeted Chinese immigrants. Ask students to make
connections to how immigrants are viewed in U.S. society and which groups have been targeted
by immigration bans.
Women: This particular section only focuses on White women. What advantages would White
women have over other ethnic and racial groups in the West? What would be some difficulties
for women in comparison to their male counterparts?
Native American Boarding Schools: Ask students to identify their cultural characteristics. How
would they feel if someone said they could not speak their language anymore or practice their
religion? How would students feel if they had to change their entire identity or style to fit
someone else’s?
An addition to this section could be to have students read about the boarding schools of Canada
and the recent mass grave sites discovered there.
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KWL Revisit (10 minutes): Revisit the KWL chart created at the beginning of the unit. What
other information can now be added to the ‘L’ column? What misconceptions have been
addressed or questions have been answered?
Exit Ticket/Assessment (5 minutes):
Teacher creates a topic for students on answergarden.cn/create/. Students will answer the
question: “What did you learn today?” Students can fill in a response as many times as they want
to create a garden of answers to refer to when completing the EWRA at the end of the unit.
Modifications/Accommodations:
-

Record primary source documents or make them available as text-to-speech for students
with learning disabilities or ESL students.
Provide modified versions of documents to resource students and ESL students.
Pair lower level ESL students with a same language peer to analyze documents with a
translation dictionary available to both students.

EWRA: Perspectives of white pioneers and Indigenous Communities
See Sample #18 and #19 to review the requirements and materials for this assessment as well as
the rubrics.
See Sample #20 for low WIDA level ESL option for this assessment
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Strategy Box
Strategy Box
Think Pair Share
Give students at least 30 seconds to think of a response to the question posed. Then, have
students turn to a table partner or a student near them to share their responses. After, either call
on volunteers or pick students at random to share responses.
Dice Game
This game can be used a variety of ways with a variety of content. For example, if practicing
map and geography skills: post a range of maps with questions attached to them and label
these maps with #1, #2, #3, etc. Set a timer for 5 minutes. Give each student a sticky note,
scrap piece of paper, or index card. Students rotate around the room while the timer is going
and attempt to answer the questions. Once a student has answered a question, they check in
with the teacher to see if they are correct. If they are correct, the teacher rolls a pair of dice to
determine the points earned. Then, the teacher writes the points on the student’s index card
(this prevents cheating). Students can only have one question at a time graded so there’s
nobody waiting until the very end to get feedback on their answers. This can be done with
vocabulary using definitions, synonyms, antonyms, sentences, or as a quiz review using
multiple choice or short answers.
KWL
K
What do I know or think I
know?

W
What do I want to learn?

Done at the end of a lesson
or unit, students record what
they have learned about the
topic, sometimes addressing
misconceptions that were
made in the ‘K’ stage.
Annotation: There are multiple ways to annotate a text to aid in reading comprehension in
Social Studies. The method utilized in lessons for this unit is as follows:
• Underline words, phrases, and sentences that are confusing.
• Circle words, phrases, and sentences that are powerful or perceived as “important”.
• Place an ! next to key ideas in the text.
• Write questions, thoughts, and opinions in the margins around the text (hinting to
students that when they circle or underline something it is helpful to reflect on why
they annotated that spot helps them to narrate their reading).
Students record what
knowledge they have
regarding the content.

Students record questions
regarding the topic.

L
What have I learned?
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Sample #1: 8th Grade Westward Expansion Pre-Assessment
Directions: For each statement, mark whether you agree, disagree, are unsure, or do not know.

Statement:
1. The U.S. purchased the Louisiana Purchase from
France.

Agree

Disagree

Unsure

Don’t Know

2. Andrew Jackson was an ally of Native Americans
and fought for their rights.
3. The United States more than doubled its size with
the Louisiana Purchase.
4. Slavery was a new concept (idea) in the 1600s.
5. Slaves from Africa only came to the United States.
6. The United States invaded Mexico.
7. The United States gained all of its new territory
through purchases with other nations.
8. The North’s economy was focused on industry
while the South’s was more focused on agriculture.
9. Agriculture in the South was entirely dependent on
the institution of slavery.
10. The North had most of the railroads in the United
States.
11. Freed slaves and African Americans in the North
were treated as equals to white Northerners.
12. The North and South had very few differences.
Circle one of the following:
I am struggling with ________________________ the most.
Tests

Quizzes

Homework

Vocabulary

Government

Warm Ups

Government

Warm Ups

I am doing best with _______________________.
Tests

Quizzes

Homework

Vocabulary
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Sample #2: Word Map
Word:
1 2 3 4
Description:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

My Understanding:

Picture:

______________________________________________________
Sentence:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Word:
1 2 3 4
Description:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

My Understanding:

Picture:

______________________________________________________
Sentence:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Word:
1 2 3 4
Description:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Sentence:
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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My Understanding:

Picture:

Sample #3: Word Map
DEFINITION

CHARACTERISTICS

EXAMPLES/MODELS

PICTURE

DEFINITION

CHARACTERISTICS

EXAMPLES/MODELS

PICTURE
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Sample #4: Westward Expansion Choice Board (ESL)
Directions: Use your Chromebook to complete some of these projects and use your knowledge about
Westward Expansion. You MUST pick three (3) assignments. Your assignments should be VERTICAL,
HORIZONTAL, or DIAGONAL.

Go to Bitleable.com to create an
animated video explaining the
Trail of Tears and its effects on
Native Americans.

Create a Circle Map with
Louisiana Purchase in the
middle. Think about:
How did the U.S. get it?
Who was living there?

Create a timeline showing all of
the land acquisition events we
have discussed in this unit. Use
pictures!

Comic: Create a comic with at
least 6 panels (squares) that
describes a settler’s story of
moving West.

Create flash cards for the
vocabulary we have done so far.

FlipGrid
Create a video describing all of
the land acquisitions of the
United States.

6

Create five (5) word maps for
vocabulary terms using the
word map template in your
notebook.

SeeSaw
Use the SeeSaw template to
create a Bubble Map to
describe how an indigenous
person would feel about White
settlers moving West.

Instagram- create a fake
Instagram for Andrew Jackson,
Lewis and Clark, or Sacagawea
and share it with Ms. Howe.

Sample #5: Westward Expansion Vocabulary (ESL)
Directions: Circle at least THREE (3) terms you want to improve your understanding of. These should
be based on:
Quiz results
Kahoot
Warm Up
STEP 2: ROLL THE DICE!
You may NOT use the same term more than twice. You must do at least THREE rolls of the dice.
STEP 3: WRITE your answers to the activity you rolled on a LINED PIECE OF PAPER and staple it to the
assignment sheet.
Terms:
Louisiana Purchase
indigenous

immigrant
Trail of Tears

Put the term in your
OWN words. How would
you describe it?

Manifest Destiny
territory

settler

justifiable

Create a symbol (draw a
picture) of one of the
terms you chose.

Draw a BUBBLE MAP
with other words
describing the term.

What are some words
that mean the same
thing or have similar
meanings to the term?

Make the term plural!
(More than one)

This Photo by

Write the term in a
sentence! Must USE the
term and show your
understanding.
T

This Photo by Unknown
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Sample #6: John Gast “American Progress”

Crofutt, G. A. (ca. 1873) American Progress. , ca. 1873. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
https://www.loc.gov/item/97507547/.

Directions: Using sticky notes, annotate the image above with your peers. Use the questions
below to help guide your annotations.
1.) What do you see in the image? What do you think this represents?
2.) What do you notice about the colors between the right side and left side of the page?
What could that represent?
3.) What are the emotions you see in this painting?
4.) What technology do you notice in the painting?
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Sample #7: Manifest Destiny From Stanford History Education Group (SHEG)

Textbook Account
AMERICANS PURSUE MANIFEST DESTINY
For a quarter century after the War of 1812, only a few Americans explored
the West. Then, in the 1840s, expansion fever gripped the country. Many
Americans began to believe that their movement westward was
predestined by God. The phrase “manifest destiny” expressed the belief
that the United States was ordained to expand to the Pacific Ocean and
into Mexican and Native American territory. Many Americans also believed
that this destiny was manifest, or obvious and inevitable.
Source: The Americans, McDougal Littell, 2009.
1. According to the textbook, what was manifest destiny?

2. Based on this source, why did the United States take over new
territories in the 1840s?
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Document A: John O’Sullivan (Modified)
This is an excerpt from an article written by influential journalist and editor,
John O’Sullivan, who first coined the term “manifest destiny.”
We are the nation of progress, of individual freedom, of universal
enfranchisement. Our future history will be to establish on earth the moral
dignity and salvation of man — the undeniable truth and goodness of God.
America has been chosen for this mission among all the nations of the
world, which are shut out from the life-giving light of truth. Her high example
shall put an end to the tyranny of kings and carry the happy news of peace
and good will to millions who now endure an existence hardly better than
that of beasts of the field. Who, then, can doubt that our country is destined
to be the great nation of the future?
Source: John O’Sullivan, "The Great Nation of Futurity," published in The
United States Democratic Review, 1839.

Vocabulary
enfranchisement: the right to vote
tyranny: cruel and oppressive government
endure: suffer
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Document B: The American Review (Modified)
This passage is from an article in The American Review, a publication run
by supporters of the Whig Party. The Whigs generally opposed the actions
of President James K. Polk, a Democrat.
It is manifest to us that the [purpose of the war with Mexico] has been the
acquisition of territory. Fifteen hundred miles of territory with several of the
richest mines in all Mexico. And if Upper California, with Monterey, and the
fine harbor of San Francisco, could be clutched at the same time, no doubt
the President has thought that his administration would be praised as
among the most glorious in history.
The Constitution has been trampled upon in this business [in Texas and
Mexico]. [President Polk] manifests a reckless disregard of Constitutional
restraints, and of his own solemn oath, which he leaves far behind him.
Source: “Our Relations with Mexico,” The American Review, 1846.
Vocabulary
clutched: grabbed, taken
solemn: deeply sincere
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Document C: Parker Sermon (Modified)
This is an excerpt from a sermon delivered at a Congregationalist church in
Boston by Theodore Parker, an influential abolitionist and minister, in 1848.
We treated Mexico contemptuously before hostilities began. [We] sent
an army to invade her soil, to capture her cities, and seize her territory. It
has been a war of plunder, undertaken for the purpose of seizing Mexican
territory and extending [slavery over the territory]. It was not enough to
have Louisiana a slave territory; not enough to make that institution
perpetual in Florida; not enough to extend this blight over Texas—we
must have yet more slave soil, one day to be carved into slave states. …
The war was unjust at its beginning; mean in its motives, a war without
honorable cause, a quarrel between a great boy and a little puny weakling
who could not walk alone and could hardly stand... Our contest has been
like the English seizure of Ireland. All the Justice was on one side—the
force, skill, and wealth on the other.
Source: Theodore Parker, A Sermon on the Mexican War, 1848.
Vocabulary
contemptuously: in a way that shows disdain or dislike
hostilities: war
plunder: violent and dishonest taking of property
perpetual: permanent, continuing forever
blight: something that spoils or damages
puny: small and weak
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Document D: American Progress
John Gast completed this painting, titled American Progress, in 1872. Gast was hired to
create the painting by George Crofutt, a publisher of popular travel books about the
American West.

1. What message was the artist trying to convey with this painting?

2. Is this good evidence for learning what motivated American territorial expansion
in the 1840s? Explain.
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Guiding Questions
Document A: John O’Sullivan
1. (Close Reading) What does this document suggest about why America pursued
expansion in the 1840s?

2.(Corroboration) Does this document support or refute the textbook account? Explain.

Document B: The American Review
1. (Sourcing) Who ran The American Review?
2. (Contextualization) How might the perspective of the people who ran The American
Review have influenced the content of this article?

3. (Close Reading) What does this document suggest about why America pursued
expansion in the 1840s?

4. (Close Reading) What does the article accuse President Polk of having done?

5. (Corroboration) Does this document support or refute the textbook account? Explain.

6. (Corroboration) How does this document compare to Document A?
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Document C: Parker Sermon
1. (Sourcing) Who created this document?

2. (Contextualization) How might the author’s background have influenced the content
of the document?

3. (Close Reading) What does this document suggest about why America pursued
expansion in the 1840s?

4. (Corroboration) Does this document support or refute the textbook account? Explain.

5. (Corroboration) How does this document compare to Documents A and B?

Stanford History Education Group. (2021, April 23). Manifest Destiny. Stanford History
Education Group: Reading Like a Historian Curriculum.
https://sheg.stanford.edu/history-lessons/manifest-destiny
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Sample #8

Lewis, S. & Arrowsmith, A. (1805) Louisiana. [S.l] [Map] Retrieved from the Library of
Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2001620468/.
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Sample #9: Historical I.D.: Sacagawea
For each of the following “W” Questions, provide information from your web search on
Sacagawea. Think about:
Who was she? What age was she? Where was she from? Who was her family? Who did she
travel with? When did she travel with the expedition? When was she born? How did she help
the expedition? Why did she join the expedition?
Create your own ‘W’ questions to help give an accurate and complete “I.D.” of Sacagawea!
Who:

What:

When:

Where:

Why:

How:
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Sample #10
Topic/Objective:

Name:
Hour:
Date:

Essential Question:
Questions:

Manifest Destiny
-It was the nation’s destiny to
Florida
1818- slave owners upset; Georgia Raids by Seminole
Texas- Remember the Alamo!
-valuable due to
-tensions began between the 4,000
Mexcian descent
And the 25,000
-Texas was a part of Mexico after it had won

(people of

THE ALAMO
-Gen. Santa Anna killed every one
-Really ticked off Texans and they won their independence as a
Texas was admitted as the
state in 1845.
Oregon Country
-instead of getting all of Oregon territory, compromised with Britain to
divide it in half
Greedy Polk- US Goes to War with Mexico
Polk wanted to expand the
-Wanted California and New Mexico-Mexico refused to
-Annexation of Texas had upset the
-US invaded Mexico after American troops were shot at along the
Summary:
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Sample #11: 8th Grade Social Studies Westward Expansion Assessment
Section 1: Multiple Choice (10 points)
Section 2: Matching (5 points)
Section 3: True or False (5 points)
Section 1: Multiple Choice
I can describe the following events: the Louisiana Purchase, the Trail of Tears, and the MexicanAmerican War.
I can describe the idea of Manifest Destiny.
I can explain the expansion, conquest, and settlement of the West through the Louisiana Purchase,
the Trail of Tears, the Mexican-American War, and the idea of Manifest Destiny.
Directions: Using the CIRCLE method, choose the best answer choice for the following questions. Circle
your letter choice and then write it in a capital letter in the blank provided next to the number. Then, fill
in the bubble as to whether you were sure or unsure of your answer. When you’re finished, check your
answers, fill out the Student Self-Assessment, and bring the quiz directly to me.

Source: https://www.loc.gov/item/2003627087/ (See full citation in references)
1. ____________ Which of the following was purchased from France in 1803?
A. Oregon Territory
B. Florida Territory
C. Louisiana Territory
D. Michigan Territory
O sure
O unsure
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Source: https://www.loc.gov/item/2002697703/ (See full citation in References)
2. ____________ The Monroe Doctrine can be viewed as a moral opposition to
A. racism.
B. slavery.
C. communism.
D. colonialism.
O sure
O unsure
3. ____________ The United States declared war on Great Britain in 1812 because
A. the British navy sank an American warship.
B. British companies refused to pay debts to US banks.
C. the British claimed rights to the territory of California.
D. the British navy repeatedly seized American merchant ships.
O sure
O unsure
4. _____________ The Monroe Doctrine was intended to prevent European expansion in
A. China
B. North Africa
C. South America
D. Southeast Asia
O sure
O unsure
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5. _____________ What was a result of the Monroe Doctrine?
A. The United States gained respect.
B. The United States went to war with France.
C. The United States allied with European nations.
D. The United States lost its image as a democratic leader.
O sure
O unsure

6. _____________ The XYZ Affair (1797) led to near formal war with
A. Canada.
B. England.
C. France.
D. Germany.
O sure
O unsure

7. _____________ Which is an example of the concept of Manifest Destiny in action?
A. new territory would lead to more slavery.
B. God was on the side of American expansion.
C. slavery should be abolished in the United States.
D. the Democratic Party would elect the next President.
O sure
O unsure
8. _____________ In the early 1800s, many people in the United States migrated westwards
because
A. of the growing timber industry.
B. of the availability of farmland.
C. transportation was easy thanks to the Transcontinental Railroad.
D. they wanted to escape slavery, which was illegal in western territories.
O sure
O unsure

9. _____________ Which of these caused the United States to grow the most?
A. land won from the Mexican War
B. the annexation of Alaska
C. the Louisiana Purchase
D. the Gadsden Purchase
O sure
O unsure
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Source: https://www.nps.gov/trte/planyourvisit/maps.htm (Full citation in references)
10. _____________ The path on the map from Tennessee to Oklahoma is most likely showing what
aspect of American history?
A. The Erie Canal
B. The Trail of Tears
C. Transcontinental Railroad
D. ‘Sherman’s March’ during the Civil War
O sure
O unsure
Section 2: Matching
Directions: Match the following descriptions to the correct term by writing the letter choice of the term
in a capital letter next to the description.
Description
11. _________ Native American group that
was marched along the Trail of Tears
O sure
Ounsure

A.

Term
Oregon Trail

12. _________ travel route that many
people took to settle in the West.
O sure
Ounsure

B.

pioneer

13. _________ President who encouraged
the Native American Removal Act.
O sure
Ounsure

C.

Manifest Destiny

14. _________ name of a person who goes
to new places or does new things ie.
Someone who moved West and traveled
along the Oregon Trail
O sure
Ounsure

D.

Andrew Jackson

15. _________ “obvious fate”- the idea that
the U.S.’ destiny to spread across the
continent
O sure
Ounsure

E.

Cherokee
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Section 3: True or False
Directions: For each statement, determine whether the statement is true or false. Write the full word.
DO NOT write ‘T’ or ‘F’. Then, fill in the bubble as to whether you were sure or unsure of your answer.
16. ______________________ The Oregon Trail was an easy travel route with little to no hardships.
O sure
O unsure
17. ______________________ The United States’ foreign policy transformed from being purely
isolationist to becoming more and more involved in foreign affairs.
O sure
O unsure
18. ______________________ The expansion of the United States happened only through
purchasing land.
O sure
O unsure
19. ______________________Most Americans were against the idea of Manifest Destiny.
O sure
O unsure
20. ______________________ The slaughter (murder) of those at the Alamo led to the annexation
of Texas and the call of “Remember the Alamo!”
O sure
O unsure
Reflection:
1. What was the most difficult section of this test (Section 1, 2, or 3)? Why do you think this was
the most difficult for you?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
2. What was the easiest section of this test (Section 1, 2, or 3)? Why do you think this was the
easiest for you?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Answer Key:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

C
D
D
C
A
C
B
B
C
B
E
A
D
B
C
False
True
False
False
True
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Sample #12: History v. Andrew Jackson
PROS

CONS

Final Verdict
What do YOU think?
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Sample #13: Warm Up Image and Accompanying Questions

This map is from 1883. How do you think indigenous nations lost so much territory during the 1800s? In
what ways did the U.S. acquire territory?

Citation:
Brodie, P. T. & Price, H. (1883) Map showing Indian reservations with the limits of the United
States [Map]. Retrieved from the Library of Congress.
https://www.loc.gov/item/2009579475/
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Sample #14: Warm Up
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Citation:
Illinois Central Railroad Company. (1855) Farm lands for sale. The Illinois central railroad company is now
prepared to sell over two millions of acres of prairie farm lands, in tracts of 40 acres or upward,
on long credit and at low rates of interest! ... Chicago Democratic Press Print. Chicago. [Pdf]
Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/rbpe.01703300/.

Citation:
Burlington & Missouri River Railroad Co. (1872) Millions of acres. Iowa and Nebraska. Land for sale on 10
years credit by the Burlington & Missouri River R. R. Co. at 6 per ct interest and low prices ...
Buffalo. N. Y. Commercial advertiser printing house. New York. [Pdf] Retrieved from the Library
of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/rbpe.13401300/.

Questions:
What type of impression would these images have on people who were living in cities? What type of
opportunities are these advertisements offering?
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Sample #15: Whole Group 1869 Image Analysis

Citation:
Beard, F. (1869) "Does not such a meeting make amends?" / FB. Utah, 1869. [Photograph] Retrieved
from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2002720304/.

Whole Class Discussion Questions:
What emotions do you observe in the image? Who is expressing these emotions? Why?
Why would the illustrator include hands in this image? What does that represent?
What do the two trains meeting together symbolize?
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Sample #16: Primary Source Set and Graphic Organizer
African Americans
Source #1: https://www.loc.gov/resource/wpalh3.37091205/?sp=1&st=text
Source #2: https://www.loc.gov/resource/hhh.ks0077.photos/?sp=6
Citations:
Historic American Buildings Survey, C., Nicodemus Town Company, Singleton, B. "., Hill, W. R., Wagner,
R., Richmond, R. [...] Prucha, M. L., Fraser, C. B. & Belleau, W. T., photographer.
(1933) Nicodemus Historic District, Nicodemus, Graham County, KS. Kansas Nicodemus Graham
County, 1933. Documentation Compiled After. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of
Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/ks0077/.
Hooks, M. (1940) Bones Hooks. Texas. [Manuscript/Mixed Material] Retrieved from the Library of
Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/wpalh002621/.
Questions to Consider for Analysis:
1.) What was life like for African Americans in the West?
2.) How were African Americans treated by White people?
3.) What was a difficulty of being an African American cowboy in the West?
Women
Source #3: https://www.loc.gov/resource/wpalh2.29091524/?sp=3&st=text
Questions to Consider for Analysis:
1.) What was daily life like for women in the West? Was it easy? Difficult? How?
2.) How were women treated?
3.) What do you think would be the most difficult thing about being a woman during this time
period?
Citation:
Wrenn, S. B. & Slauson, J. C. (1939) Early Pioneer Life. Oregon. [Pdf] Retrieved from the Library of
Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/wpalh001975/.
Asian Immigrants
Source #4: https://www.loc.gov/resource/cph.3c27764/
Source #5: https://www.loc.gov/resource/cph.3c30289/
Source #6: https://www.loc.gov/resource/sm1880.11339.0?st=gallery
Questions to Consider for Analysis:
1.) Was mining easy or difficult for Chinese immigrants?
2.) Based on the images, how do you think Chinese immigrants were treated by White Americans?
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3.) Why do you think Chinese immigrants came to the United States?
Citations:
(1857) Mining life in California--Chinese miners. California, 1857. [Photograph] Retrieved from the
Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2001700332/.
Pasmore, H. B. (1880) TheChinamen must go. Gibson, J. W., San Francisco, monographic. [Notated
Music] Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/sm1880.11339/.
Waud, A. R. (1869) Work on the last mile of the Pacific Railroad--Mingling of European with Asiatic
laborers / sketched by A. R. Waud. , 1869. [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2001695508/.
Native American Boarding Schools
Source #7: https://www.loc.gov/resource/wpalh3.38071813/?sp=12&st=text
Source #8: https://www.loc.gov/resource/cph.3a51829/
Source #9: https://www.loc.gov/resource/cph.3a51830/
Questions to Consider for Analysis:
1.) How did indigenous children change once they were at a boarding school?
2.) Why were indigenous children forced to change their culture- clothing, language, religion, etc.?
3.) What long term effects do you think would happen to indigenous communities because of these
boarding schools?
Citations:
(1885) Ciricahua Apaches at the Carlisle Indian School, Penna., 188-?: as they looked upon arrival at the
School. , 1885. [or 1886] [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2006679977/.
Ciricahua Apaches at the Carlisle Indian School, Penna., 188-?: after 4 months of training at the School. , .
[188-?] [Photograph] Retrieved from the Library of Congress,
https://www.loc.gov/item/2006679978/.
Stillman, R. G. & George, A. (1938) A Picture of Northwest Indians. Washington. [Manuscript/Mixed
Material] Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/wpalh002771/.
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Sample #17: Graphic Organizer
Women

African Americans

Chinese Immigrants

Native American Boarding Schools
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Sample #18: EWRA Document Set
Document 1: From “Annexation” by John O’Sullivan, 1845
This quote was taken from an editorial written by O’Sullivan after the annexation of Texas in
1845.
“… our manifest destiny [is] to overspread the continent allotted by Providence for the free
development of our yearly multiplying millions.”
O’Sullivan, J., (July 1845). Annexation. The United States Magazine and Democratic Review,
17, 5-10.
Document 2: From “Account of Trip to California” by Andrew Jackson Grayson, 1846
This is an account of a family and the last part of their journey to California. There are
misspellings and punctuation errors which have been left in.
“After several days of hard work winding and cuting our way through the dense forest and
mountains we finally reach the main barier of the Sierra Navada Mts. it seemed that here it was
almost imposable to get any farther—for a precipitous mountain presented it self before us
disputing our further progress but undaunted we set to work to over come this difficulty—and
which by the aid of a windliss and our oxchains we succeeded in—hauling the waggons up at the
end of three days and for the first time we encamped upon the western slope of the Siera Navada
Mts But this was an encampment of gloom—for death had visited us, the wife of Mr. James
Savage (Maj Savage) died that night, which filled our hearts with sorrow for poor Savage our
worthy fellow travler—We Buried her the next day beneath the dark Firs of the Sierra—whilst
the snow was in Solom Silence slowly falling around us—filling our hearts with dark fobodings,
and warning us to hasten our journey
“I hear proposed to leave the waggons and the main body and proceed on alone taking my wife
and child with me
By so doing I contemplated reaching California as soon as posable and returning with aid, should
the balance of our party be unable to get through with their waggons befor the snows would
make the rout impassable
“So on the 3rd or 4th of October, after packing an old gray horse with blankets buffalo robes
some camping utensils, et c and mounting my wife Frank on top of the whole pack with little
Ned in her arms, my self on foot we set out upon our lonely journey through the dark forests of
the mountains—
“The mountains were full of deer and other game—indeed I could kill a deer almost when I
pleased—but we felt I must confess rather lonely the first few nights after leaving the waggons
“The appearance of the mountains however as we advanced westward gave indication of our
nearer approach to the Valley
“After travling on in this way for several days we at length on the 12th day of October 1846 we
beheld for the first time the long sought for plains of California Never had my eye rested upon so
beautiful a scene and one so welcome—before us was the great Sacramento and Fether river
Valleys through the center of which we could see the dark lines of timber marking the course of
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the rivers, whilst farther to the west in the dim distance we could desern the mountains of the
Cost range the seen was grand. The sun was getting low and we encamped here for the night, by
a small runing spring—and called it the happy camp ground.”
Source:
Grayson, A.J., (1845). Account of Trip to California. Bancroft Library, UCLA
Document 3: Statement by Satanta, Chief of the Kiowas
“A long time ago this land belonged to our fathers; but when I go up to the river I see camps of
soldiers here on its bank. These soldiers cut down my timber; they kill my buffalo; and when I
see that, my heart feels like bursting; I feel sorry.”
Source:
Satanta, Chief of the Kiowas, (1867). U.S. Bureau of Ethnography Annual Report, 17.
Document 4: From “An Indian’s View of Indian Affairs” by Chief Joseph, 1879
Background: Chief Joseph was the leader of the Nez Perce, a tribe in the Pacific Northwest.
When white settlers first arrived in the area, the Nez Perce lived in peace with them. In 1855,
Chief Joseph’s father signed a treaty with the U.S. government that established a large Nez Perce
reservation from Oregon to Idaho. But when gold was discovered on Nez Perce lands, many
more white settlers arrived. In 1877, the U.S. government used questionable methods to take
almost six million acres of land from the Nez Perce. Chief Joseph and his people resisted, but in
the end they were forced to surrender. The Nez Perce were moved to reservations in Kansas and
Oklahoma, where many died as a result of the harsh living conditions. In 1879 Chief Joseph
traveled to Washington, D.C. to plead for his tribe. The following excerpt is from an article that
presented his reflections on the unjust treatment of the Nez Perce.
“When my father was a young man there came to our country a white man (Rev. Mr. Spaulding)
who talked the spirit law. He won the affections of our people because he spoke good things to
them. At first, he did not say anything about white men wanting to settle on our lands. Nothing
was said about that until about twenty winters ago, when a number of white people came into our
country and built houses and made farms. At first our people made no complaint. They thought
there was room enough for all to live in peace, and they were learning many things from the
white men that seemed to be good. But we soon found that the white men were growing rich
very fast, and were greedy to possess everything the Indian had. My father was the first to see
through the schemes of the white men, and he warned his tribe to careful about trading with
them. He had suspicion of men who seemed so anxious to make money. I was a boy then, but I
remember well my father’s caution. He had sharper eyes than the rest of our people....
“For a short time we lived quietly. But this could not last. White men had found gold in the
mountains around the land of the winding water. They stole a great many horses from us, and we
could not get them back because we were Indians. The white men told lies for each other. They
drove off a great many of our cattle. Some white men branded our young cattle so they could
claim them. We had no friend who would plead our cause before the law councils. It seemed to
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me that some of the white men in Wallowa were doing these things on purpose to get up a war.
They knew that we were not strong enough to fight them. I labored hard to avoid trouble and
bloodshed. We gave up some of our country to the white men, thinking that then we could have
peace. We were mistaken. The white man would not let us alone. We could have avenged our
wrongs many times, but we did not. Whenever the Government has asked us to help them against
other Indians, we have never refused. When the white men were few and we were strong we
could have killed them all off, but the Nez Percés wished to live at peace....”
Source:
Chief Joseph, (1879). An Indian’s view of Indian affairs. North American Review 128(269), 412433.
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Sample #19: EWRA Assessment Description and Rubric

District Assessment: Written Response (DA Common Core in StudentVUE)
Westward Expansion
Standard Assessed:
8-U4.2.4 Consequences of Expansion- Develop an argument based on evidence about the
positive and negative consequences of territorial and economic expansion on American Indians,
the institution of slavery, and the relations between free and slaveholding states.
Directions: Use the passages, quotes, and primary sources provided and attached to the
assignment to:
1. Describe the perspectives (view points) of:
a. American Indians
b. White settlers
2. Develop an argument on the positive and negative consequences of territorial
expansion.
Your writing needs to be organized, clear, descriptive, and appropriately cite text and
passages.
You may choose to present your argument in the following ways:
1. Write an argumentative essay.
2. Write a series of diary entries to present your argument (first person, must have at least
10 entries).
3. Write a script to a play.

Requirements:
• Make sure you use and explain relevant vocabulary: territory, Manifest Destiny,
pioneer
• Respond directly to the two prompts. DO NOT GET OFF TRACK.
• Give at least one description of the perspective of each group.
• Provide at least THREE (3) positive consequences, and THREE (3) negative
consequences. (Three of your negative consequences might be focused on the impact
of territorial expansion on American Indians and slavery, whereas your three positive
consequences may be focused on settlers moving west.)
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Rubrics
Learning Target:

I can describe perspectives of American Indians and American
settlers (immigrants).

4
(Advanced
Proficiency)

-Uses all relevant key vocabulary terms and explains them.
-Response directly responds to the prompt
-Describes more than one (1) perspective of each group
-Organizes ideas in a clear and concise way

3
(Proficient)

-Uses all relevant key vocabulary terms.
-Response directly responds to the prompt
-Describes at least one detailed perspective of each group
-Organizes ideas in a clear and concise way

2
(Approaches
Proficiency)

-Uses most of the relevant key vocabulary terms.
-Response somewhat responds to the prompt
-Provides a detailed description of the perspective of one (1) group
-Organizes ideas but not always clearly

1
(Below Proficiency)

-Uses only some relevant key vocabulary terms
-Response does not directly respond to prompt (off topic information
or sentences)
-Provides a limited description of the perspective of one (1) group
- Does not organize ideas

0
(Below Expectations)

I did not respond to the prompt in any meaningful or clear way.
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Learning Target:

I can develop an argument on the positive and negative
consequences of territorial expansion on American Indians and
American settlers (immigrants).

4
(Advanced
Proficiency)

-Uses all relevant key vocabulary terms and explains them.
-Response directly responds to the prompt
-Describes more than three (3) positive and three (3) negative
consequences of territorial expansion on American Indians and settlers
-Organizes ideas in a clear and concise way

3
(Proficient)

-Uses all relevant key vocabulary terms.
-Response directly responds to the prompt
-Describes at least three (3) positive and three (3) negative
consequences of territorial expansion on American Indians and settlers
-Organizes ideas in a clear and concise way

f2
(Approaches
Proficiency)

-Uses most of the relevant key vocabulary terms.
-Response somewhat responds to the prompt
-Describes at least two (2) positive and two (2) negative consequences
of territorial expansion on American Indians, and settlers
-Organizes ideas but not always clearly

1
(Below
Proficiency)

-Uses only some relevant key vocabulary terms
-Response does not directly respond to prompt (off topic information or
sentences)
-Describes at least one (1) positive and one (1) negative consequences
of territorial expansion on American Indians and settlers \
- Does not organize ideas

0
(Below
Expectations)

I did not respond to the prompt in any meaningful or clear way.
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Sample #20: RAFT
Role: A Native American leader during the Trail of Tears.
Audience: Andrew Jackson
Format: A letter to Andrew Jackson
Topic: Explain how the Indian Removal Act is going to affect the Native American people of that area and
the fairness of the Indian Removal Act.
Resources:
https://americanindian.si.edu/nk360/removal-muscogee/index.html#
Andrew Jackson

Supreme Court

nation

unfair

Oklahoma

Georgia

killed

remove

Dear Mr. _____________________ _____________________,
I am a leader of the Cherokee people. I want to understand why you are forcing us to move from
our home in _____________________. We are a sovereign __________________ and were told the
United States would have no right to tell us what to do! Now we are told we are going to be going to
____________________ to a new reservation where our people do not know the land or know how to
survive. For years, new settlers have ________________________ our people and driven them off of
lands that belong to the Cherokee.
The ____________________ ___________________ has already made their point on this
matter! They said that what the settlers and U.S. government are doing is _________________! To
______________________ Cherokee from their homelands will be the death of my people. Please
reconsider!
Sincerely yours,
_________________________________ (write your name!)
DRAW a picture of the Cherokee leaders and put what he says in the letter in the conversation
bubbles.
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Evaluation Tool
Please rate each item as indicated below by marking an ‘X’ in the appropriate box. You may use
the comment boxes to write additional feedback. Completed forms should be emailed to:
howesa@mail.gvsu.edu.
Unit Plan
Not
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

Not
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

Description of Learning Targets
Description of intended student skills and
understandings
Essential Questions provided
Description of learning events and
assessments
Description of Transfer Goals
Comments: Unit Plan

Lesson Plans

Description of ties to previous learning and
background
Lesson plans were standards based
Lesson learning targets were appropriate and
based on standards
Lesson plan was appropriate for 8th grade
level
Accommodations and modifications provided
in lesson plans was adequate
Lesson plan sequencing was effective
Lesson plans were adequately detailed for
teacher implementation
Lesson plan time approximations were
accurate and appropriate
Lesson plans provided a variety of diverse
perspectives
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Comments: Lesson Plans

Materials and Assessments Provided
Not
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Satisfied

Materials were appropriate for grade level
Diversity was apparent in materials
Assessments adequately assessed standards
Appropriate modifications were provided in
materials ie. For Resource and ESL students
Materials were appropriate for learning
targets
Comments: Materials and Assessments Provided

Additional Questions:
Would you recommend this unit plan to other teachers? Explain.

If you were creating this unit plan, what would you have done differently?
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Very
Satisfied

In comparison to previously using this unit, how will your teaching practice change?

In reference to the previous question, why do you think that your practice will or will not
change?
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Appendix B: Copyright Permissions
Copyright Permission 1:
Re: Copyright Request for YouTube Vid Usage in Master's Project Unit Plan
Northeast Georgia History Center <info@negahc.org>
Samantha,
Thank for your interest in our digital content! We appreciate your request and would be happy to
appear in your project. We wish you all the best in your continued research.
Thank you,
Leah J.
On Fri, Jul 22, 2022 at 2:29 PM Samantha Howe <HoweS@grps.org> wrote:
Good afternoon,
I am currently enrolled in the Grand Valley State University (GVSU), Advanced Studies in Education
Program, and I am writing a Master’s Project for the completion of my Master’s Degree in
Education. My project is entitled “Diversity in Educational Resources.” May I receive permission to
include in the appendixes of my Master’s Project a link of the following item?
https://youtu.be/hPrfQq-838w
Video on Lewis and Clark Expedition focusing on Sacagawea and York.

The inclusion of your copyrighted material will not restrict your re-publication of the material in
any other form. Please advise if you wish a specific copyright notice to be included on each page. My
project may be cataloged in the GVSU library and will be available to other students and colleges for
circulation.
Sincerely,

Sam Howe
(231) 670-7816
howesa@mail.gvsu.edu
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Copyright Permission 2:
Sarah (TED)
Jul 24, 2022, 15:50 EDT

Hey there,
TED content is covered under the Creative Commons license "Attribution - NonCommercial - NonDerivative.” This
license stipulates that when sharing TED Talks, the content must be
+ attributed to TED as the original source
+ non-commercial - talks cannot be used for commercial purposes
+ non-derivative - *talks cannot be altered in any way*
For more details, please read through our TED Talks Usage Policy:
http://www.ted.com/about/our-organization/our-policies-terms/ted-talks-usage-policy
If you think your usage is outside the scope of this policy, please submit a request to our distribution team.
In order for our distribution team to review your request, please fill out a media license request form:
https://media-requests.ted.com/
The distribution team will review your request and usually respond within two weeks. Thank you!
Warm regards,
Sarah
TED Community Support

Jul 24, 2022, 13:05 EDT

I am currently enrolled in the Grand Valley State University (GVSU), Advanced Studies in Education Program, and I
am writing a Master’s Project for the completion of my Master’s Degree in Education. My project is entitled
“Diversity in Educational Resources.” May I receive permission to include in the appendixes of my Master’s Project
a link of the following item? https://youtu.be/gx5IyumKmDI
The inclusion of your copyrighted material will not restrict your re-publication of the material in any other form.
Please advise if you wish a specific copyright notice to be included on each page. My project may be cataloged in
the GVSU library and will be available to other students and colleges for circulation.
Sincerely,
Sam Howe
(231) 670-7816
howesa@mail.gvsu.edu
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Copyright Permission 3:
Hi Sam,
Thank you for your message. You can include the example in the manner described below. Please
provide attribution to Stanford History Education Group and include a link to our website.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Kind regards,
Darby Kerr
Stanford History Education Group

Good afternoon,
I am currently enrolled in the Grand Valley State University (GVSU), Advanced Studies in Education
Program, and I am writing a Master’s Project for the completion of my Master’s Degree in
Education. My project is entitled “Diversity in Educational Resources.” May I receive permission to
include in the appendixes of my Master’s Project a copy of the following item?
Manifest Destiny Student Materials from Reading Like a Historian History Lessons:
https://sheg.stanford.edu/history-lessons/manifest-destiny
I would like to use the questions and documents in a lesson plan included in my exemplar
unit for this Master’s Project.
The inclusion of your copyrighted material will not restrict your re-publication of the material in
any other form. Please advise if you wish a specific copyright notice to be included on each page. My
project may be cataloged in the GVSU library and will be available to other students and colleges for
circulation.
Sincerely,
Sam Howe
(231) 670-7816
howesa@mail.gvsu.edu
howes@grps.or
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